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Preface

Environmental and energy aspects have gained growing importance in the assessment
and selection of different products, processes or materials. Transportation is an
essential part of our society and of the future development. However, transports also
contribute to various environmental problems and substantial use of various energy
resources. Several modes of transport are available such as road, rail, sea and air with
different transport characteristics and performance. In many cases, it is important to be
able to select a specific transport solution with its specific characteristics. Transports
are complex and include not only the transport vehicle (e.g. trucks, trains, ships,
aircrafts) and its fuel consumption but a transport must be seen from a system
perspective where the vehicle manufacturing and operation is one part and the mode's
infrastructure (ports, roads, railways, airports) another part. For system analyzes, Life
Cycle Assessment (LCA) are used. To compare the different modes of transport with
LCA methodology, in a relevant way, requires in addition that several general
calculation methods and strategies are developed.
In an overall project entitled “Holistic environmental assessment of freight transport”,
methods and models to implement both the detailed LCA calculations required and
the overall strategic calculations are developed. The overall strategic project uses,
where it is possible, existing LCA models for the different transport modes. The core
models are the LCA models for infrastructure and vehicles. Today, there are good and
detailed LCA models developed for road and railway infrastructures. For airports,
basic LCA models exist. For shipping infrastructures, so far no detailed LCA model
exists.
The present study and report (Port Infrastructures in a System Perspective) are parts of
the overall project and includes an LCA study and LCA models of maritime
infrastructure which mainly include various types of ports and its operation.
The project was conducted by IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute and
financed by VINNOVA 1.
The project team at IVL has consisted of
Håkan Stripple
Erik Fridell
Hulda Winnes
VINNOVA is a Swedish government agency working under the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and
Communications. VINNOVA has financed this project by a research grant no. 2013-03066.
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In connection to the project, a reference group was established for technical
information and to provide the project with data for the ports. The reference group
consisted of the following persons:
Port of Gothenburg, central administration
Jan Andersson, Port of Gothenburg
Ida Fossenstrand, Port of Gothenburg
Anna Jivén, Port of Gothenburg
Edvard Molitor, Port of Gothenburg
Port of Gothenburg, terminals
Cecilia Andersson, Stena Line, RoPax terminal
Kajsa Asker, Älvsborgs RoRo, RoRo terminal
Annelie Engström, Logent, RoRo car terminal
Christian Schell, APM terminals, Container terminal
Björn Sigström, Port of Gothenburg, Energy/Oil terminal
Swedish Maritime Administration, central administration
Reidar Grundström, Swedish Maritime Administration
Jenny Grönesjö Norén, Swedish Maritime Administration
Mikael Levin, Swedish Maritime Administration
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Summary
The transport of both goods and passengers are important parts of our society. Several
different modes of transport are available, such as rail, sea, air, and road transports.
These transport modes have different properties and transport performance. For
example, the different modes have different accessibility and distribution range,
different energy use, different environmental performance and different transport
speed and time. Transport is a very big business worldwide. This makes it important to
ensure that the transport systems work optimally and that correct mode of transport is
used for the right purpose. This requires knowledge of the properties for the various
modes of transport and their real performance and a strategic transport planning in the
community and among the different market participants.
A transport needs not only a transport carrier transporting goods from one place to
another but also a transport infrastructure. Thus, a transport should be viewed from a
system perspective where all the system's various parts are taken into account. This
means, for example, that roads, railways, airports and ports, etc. should be included in
the assessment models.
This study covers a system analysis of different port infrastructures using a Life Cycle
Assessment methodology (LCA).
For the data used in the computer models (Life Cycle Inventory, LCI), data from the
Port of Gothenburg have been used. The results from the calculations are then referred
to the functional units; metric tonne of goods or number of passengers. To be able to
relate these data to other ports for a more general use, Port of Gothenburg is described
in the study.
The Port of Gothenburg is the largest port in Scandinavia. Almost 30 per cent of
Swedish foreign trade passes through the port. The Port of Gothenburg can offer a very
wide range of routes, with traffic to over 130 destinations throughout the world. There
are, for example, direct routes to the USA, Middle East, India and Asia. At the Port of
Gothenburg, there are terminals for containers, roro, cars, passengers and oil and other
energy products. To give an idea of the size of Port of Gothenburg, the total freight
volumes for the year 2014 are shown below.
836 631 containers, TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit)
548 801 Ro/Ro units
166 069 new cars
1.82 million passengers
19.23 million tonne of oil
37.1 million tonne of freight
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Port of Gothenburg is divided into the following terminals:
•
•
•
•
•

Energy/oil terminal
Container terminal
RoRo terminal
RoRo car terminal
RoPax terminal

In this study, a separate LCA computer model is developed for each terminal. In
addition, there are also LCA models for port foundations, port asphalt pavements, and
port buildings. The container port is calculated per container but then converted into
tonne of goods by assuming a measured average load of containers to 8112 kg/TEU
(including all containers, thus also empty containers).
The LCA results from the model calculations are presented for each terminal including
results from foundation, asphalt pavement and buildings. The results are presented per
1000 kg (1 metric tonne) of handled cargo, i.e. the sum of ingoing and outgoing cargo
for each terminal. For the RoPax terminal, the results are allocated between cargo and
passengers. For the passengers, the results are presented per passenger (1 passenger).
A function allocation method is used for the RoPax terminal. The models are also
divided in two different ways:
1. Construction, Maintenance and Operation for the entire terminal in a
system perspective.
2. Parts of the terminals: Port foundation, Port pavement, Port building, Port
equipment and operation and Port fairway.
The results are shown for both these divisions in separate graphs.
The environmental impact categories that are included in the results are:
•

Primary energy resource use (MJ/1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Material resource use (kg/1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Global warming potential, GWP 100 (kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Acidification potential (kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Eutrophication potential (kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential, POCP (kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo or
1 passenger).

•

Ozone layer Depletion Potential, ODP (kg CFC 11 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1
passenger) – partly.
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The results for the terminals all refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
With the LCA models of the terminals, the environmental performance has been
calculated. The results can be used in different ways, for example, to increase the
knowledge level in port technology, to improve the port performance, to compare
different ports, to plan future ports, strategic planning of transports, to calculate the
overall performance of a transport by adding also the port infrastructure to the
transport.
In this report, the results from the LCA models and the analyses are presented. Many
different aspects and performance parameters are included and the interpretation of
the results is complex. The function of the various terminals is also different (an oil
terminal cannot replace a container terminal), which means that one cannot compare
the different terminal types but only conclude that different cargo are more or less
difficult to transport (need different types of port infrastructure) and the LCA results
will also reflect that. Anyway, it is important to know the energy, resource and
environmental performance of such an important and significant activity as the
worldwide ship transports. This information can then be used for different transport
comparisons.
In Figure A to Figure C, overviews of the results for the different terminals are shown
for primary energy resource use, global warming potential and acidification potential.
The results are shown for the different terminals per 1000 kg handled cargo or per
passenger for the RoPax passenger part. As shown in the figures, the performance
varies significantly between the terminals. The RoRo car terminal seems to show high
values, mainly because of a low transport volume. For the container terminal, the
container port operation seems to play an important role. Oil products show generally
low values due to an easy handling of the liquid oil products (pumping and pipe line
transport). The passenger transport also shows a significant contribution even if the
functional unit is different (per passenger). A passenger with luggage typically
represents a weight of 70-100 kg (80 kg has been used in the model calculations).
An important question regarding the results is how universal these are, if they are used
for other ports with perhaps a different design and size. Gothenburg port is the largest
port in Scandinavia but significantly smaller than the very large ports in the world. The
Gothenburg container terminal handle about 0.78 million TEU per year (year 2013)
compared to for example Shanghai, China: 33.62 million TEU, Rotterdam, the
Netherlands: 11.62 million TEU and Los Angeles, USA: 7.87 million TEU. The
Gothenburg Energy/oil terminal handles about 20.4 million tonne of oil products of
which 8.1 million tonne are crude oil. Rotterdam handles about 165 million tonne of oil
products of which 95 million tonne are crude oil (year 2009). However, the port
technique used in all these relatively large ports (including Port of Gothenburg) is
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similar, so the work should not differ significantly. It may be that an even larger port
than Gothenburg’s can be operated more efficiently but the differences are not
expected to be large. However, a low use of a port can result in high environmental
figures when counted per mass of cargo over quay. No exact data about these effects
have been found here, so future work has to show the validity of the data for other
ports. The data can most likely be used as a first approximation for other port
applications.

Primary energy resource use (MJ)
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50
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Figure A Terminal type overview of primary energy resource use. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure B Terminal type overview of Global Warming Potential, GWP. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure C Terminal type overview of Acidification Potential. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Sammanfattning
Transporter av både gods och passagerare utgör viktiga delar av hela vårt samhälle.
Flera olika transportslag finns, såsom järnväg, sjöfart, luftfart och vägtransporter.
Dessa transportslag har alla olika egenskaper och transportprestanda. Så, till exempel
har de olika tillgänglighet och räckvidd, olika energianvändning, olika miljöprestanda
och olika transporthastighet/transporttid. Transporter utgör en mycket stor
verksamhet i hela världen. Därför är det viktigt att se till att transportsystemen
fungerar optimalt och att rätt transportslag används för rätt transportändamål. Detta
kräver kunskap om transportslagens unika egenskaper och deras verkliga prestanda,
och en strategisk transportplanering i samhället och mellan de olika
marknadsaktörerna.
En transport innebär inte bara en transportbärare som transporterar gods från en plats
till en annan utan också transportinfrastruktur som behövs för att utföra transporten.
Därför bör en transport ses ur ett systemperspektiv där alla systemets olika delar
beaktas. Detta innebär till exempel att vägar, järnvägar, flygplatser och hamnar måste
ingå i bedömningsmodellerna.
Denna studie är en systemanalys av olika hamninfrastruktur som används för
fartygstransporter. En livscykelanalysmetodik (LCA) har använts i studien.
För datainsamlingen till datormodellerna i studien (Life Cycle Inventory, LCI) har
uppgifter från Göteborgs hamn använts. Resultaten från LCA-modellberäkningarna
har sedan relaterats till (räknat per) ton av varor eller antalet passagerare. För att det
skall vara möjligt att relatera dessa data till andra hamnar för en mer allmän
användning har Göteborgs hamn noggrant beskrivits i studien.
Göteborgs Hamn är den största hamnen i Skandinavien. Nästan 30 procent av den
svenska utrikeshandeln passerar genom hamnen. Göteborgs Hamn kan erbjuda ett
mycket brett utbud av linjer, med trafik till över 130 destinationer över hela världen.
Det finns till exempel direktlinjer till USA, Mellanöstern, Indien och Asien. Vid
Göteborgs Hamn finns terminaler för containrar, RoRo, bilar, passagerare samt oljeoch andra energiprodukter. För att ge en uppfattning om storleken på Göteborgs hamn
så var de totala godsvolymerna för år 2014 enligt nedanstående förteckning.
836 631 containrar, TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit)
548 801 Ro/Ro-enheter
166 069 nya bilar
1,82 miljoner passagerare
19,23 miljoner ton olja
37,1 miljoner ton gods
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Göteborgs hamn är uppdelad på följande terminaler:
•
•
•
•
•

Energi-/oljeterminalen
Containerterminalen
RoRo-terminalen
RoRo bilterminalen
RoPax-terminalen

I denna studie har en LCA-datormodell utvecklats för varje terminal. Dessutom finns
det också separata LCA-modeller för hamnens grundläggningsarbeten, hamnens
asfalt- och betongbeläggning och hamnbyggnader. Containerhamnen har beräknats
per container men har sedan omvandlats till ton gods genom att anta en uppmätt
genomsnittlig last för containrarna om 8112 kg/TEU container (alla containrar inklusive
tomma containrar).
LCA-resultaten från modellberäkningarna presenteras för varje terminal inklusive
resultat från grundläggningsarbeten, asfaltbeläggningen och byggnader. Resultaten
presenteras per 1000 kg hanterad last d.v.s. summan av ingående och utgående last för
terminalen. För RoPax-terminalen är resultaten allokerade mellan gods och
passagerare. För passagerarna presenteras resultaten per passagerare (1 passagerare).
En funktionsallokeringsmetod har använts för RoPax-terminalen. Modellerna har
också uppdelats på två olika sätt:
1. Konstruktion, underhåll och drift för hela terminalen i ett systemperspektiv.
2. Terminalernas olika delar: Grundläggning, Asfaltbeläggning, Byggnader,
Hamnens utrustning och drift samt Farleden till hamnen.
Resultaten visas för båda dessa uppdelningar i separata grafer.
Miljöeffektkategorierna som ingår i resultatet är:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primär energiresursanvändningen (MJ/1000 kg last eller en passagerare).
Materialresursanvändning (kg/1000 kg last eller en passagerare).
Global warming potential, GWP 100 (kg CO2 eq./1000 kg last eller en
passagerare).
Försurningspotential (kg SO2 eq./1000 kg last eller en passagerare).
Övergödningspotential (kg PO4 eq./1000 kg last eller en passagerare).
Fotokemisk ozonbildningspotential, POCP (kg eten eq./1000 kg last eller en
passagerare).
Ozonnedbrytningspotential, ODP - delvis. (kg CFC 11 eq./1000 kg last eller
en passagerare).
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Resultaten för terminalerna avser alla en beräkningsperiod om 60 år.
Med hjälp av LCA-modellerna för terminalerna har miljöprestandan beräknats.
Resultaten kan sedan användas på många olika sätt, till exempel för att öka
kunskapsnivån i hamnteknik, för att förbättra hamnprestanda, för att jämföra olika
hamnar, för att planera framtida hamnar, för strategisk planering av transporter, för att
beräkna den totala miljöpåverkan av en transport ur ett systemperspektiv
inkluderande även hamninfrastrukturen.
I denna rapport redovisas resultaten från LCA-modellerna med analyser. Många olika
miljöaspekter och prestandaparametrar ingår och tolkningen av resultaten är komplex
och inbegriper många olika aspekter. Funktionen av de olika terminalerna är också
olika (en oljeterminal kan inte ersätta en containerterminal), vilket innebär att man inte
kan jämföra de olika terminaltyperna utan bara kan konstatera att olika gods är mer
eller mindre svårt att transportera. LCA-resultaten kommer därför också att spegla
detta. I vilket fall som helst så är det viktigt att känna energi-, resurs- och
miljöprestandan för de så betydande globala fartygstransporterna. Denna information
kan sedan användas för olika transportjämförelser.
I figur A till C visas en översikt över resultaten för de olika terminalerna med avseende
på primär energiresursanvändning, global warming potential (GWP) och
försurningspotentialen. Resultaten visas för de olika terminalerna per 1000 kg hanterat
gods eller per passagerare för RoPax-passagerardelen. Såsom framgår av figurerna
varierar prestandan avsevärt på grund av olika orsaker. RoRo-bilterminalen verkar
visa höga värden främst på grund av en låg transportvolym. För containerterminalen
verkar hamntekniken spela en viktig roll. Oljeprodukter visar generellt låga värden på
grund av en enkel hantering av flytande oljeprodukter (pumpning och
rörledningstransporter). Persontrafiken visar också ett betydande bidrag, även om den
funktionella enheten är annorlunda (per passagerare). En passagerare med bagage kan
representera en vikt på ca 70-100 kg.
En viktig fråga för resultaten är hur allmängiltiga dessa är, om de används för andra
hamnar med kanske en annan utformning och storlek. Göteborgs hamn är den största
hamnen i Skandinavien men naturligtvis mindre än de mycket stora hamnarna i
världen. Göteborgs containerterminal hanterar cirka 0,78 miljoner TEU per år (år 2013)
jämfört med till exempel Shanghai, Kina: 33,62 miljoner TEU, Rotterdam,
Nederländerna: 11,62 miljoner TEU och Los Angeles, USA: 7,87 miljoner TEU.
Göteborgs energi-/oljeterminal hanterar cirka 20,4 miljoner ton oljeprodukter varav 8,1
miljoner ton råolja. Rotterdam hanterar cirka 165 miljoner ton oljeprodukter varav 95
miljoner ton är råolja (år 2009). Emellertid är hamntekniken som används i alla dessa
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relativt stora hamnar (inklusive Göteborgs hamn) relativt likartad så hamnarbetet
kommer troligen inte att avvika avsevärt. Kanske kan en ännu större hamn än
Göteborgs hamn drivas mer effektivt men skillnaderna bör inte vara så stora. Däremot
kan en låg användning av en hamn leda till sämre miljöprestanda per hanterad enhet.
Inga exakta uppgifter om dessa effekter har påträffats, så framtida arbeten får utvisa
giltigheten av detta för andra tillämpningar. De föreliggande data i denna studie kan
dock sannolikt användas som en första approximation vid tillämpningar i andra
hamnapplikationer.
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Figur A
Primär energiresursanvändning för olika terminaltyper. Resultaten avser en
beräkningsperiod om 60 år.
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Figur B
Global Warming Potential (GWP) för olika terminaltyper. Resultaten avser en
beräkningsperiod om 60 år.
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Figur C
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Försurningspotential för olika terminaltyper. Resultaten avser en beräkningsperiod om
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1 Introduction
The transport of both goods and passengers are important parts of our society. Several
different modes of transport are available, such as rail, sea, air, and road transports.
These modes have different properties and transport performance. For example, the
different modes have different accessibility and distribution range, different energy
use, different environmental performance and different transport speed and time.
Transport is a very big business worldwide. This makes it important to ensure that the
transport systems work optimally and that the correct mode of transport is used for the
right purpose. This requires knowledge of the properties for the various modes of
transport and their real performance and a strategic transport planning in the
community and among the different market participants.
A transport means not only a transport carrier transporting goods from one place to
another. A transport should be viewed from a systems perspective where all the
system's various parts are taken into account. This means, for example, that the entire
infrastructure surrounding the transport is considered. Roads, railways, airports and
ports, etc. thus need to be included in the assessment models. To do this requires a
systems approach and computer tools to carry out and implement the analyses. The
most common method to perform a system analysis is through life cycle assessment
(LCA). This method is used in this study and an outline of the methodology has been
included in this report.
In a complete environmental system analysis of a transport infrastructure, the impacts
of the transport carrier (ship, truck, aircraft, trains, etc.) are added up with the impacts
of the transport infrastructure (roads, railways, ports, airports, etc.). This gives a more
complete picture of a transport’s impact on society. In several studies, various
transport infrastructures are studied and LCA models have been developed for these
infrastructures to make it possible to calculate the respective infrastructure's
environmental impact [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. However, infrastructure models for shipping
infrastructures, which mainly consist of port facilities and waterway infrastructure
including navigational equipment, are lacking. This study and report cover therefore
the shipping infrastructure. In the study, data for the maritime infrastructures have
been obtained and LCA models have been developed. The models are then used to
calculate the environmental and energy performance of the shipping infrastructures.
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2 Analytical methods and methodological aspects
2.1 General and specific methodology
Transport infrastructures are complex technical systems with varying design. This
requires a solid but flexible strategy when analysing the environmental impact. In
addition, a system perspective (like LCA) increases the complexity by including the
production/handling of all materials, products, processes etc. both upstream and
downstream from the construction site. In an ordinary LCA for a product, the products
life cycle is studied i.e. the product is analysed in production, use and waste handling.
Transport infrastructures differ slightly from this concept in such a way that it can be
difficult to define a start and/or an end of the lifetime for an infrastructure. It is
therefore more useful to work with a calculation period for the infrastructure rather
than a lifetime.
For the shipping infrastructures, the calculation period is set to 60 years. All activities
from construction start to the following 60 years are included in the calculations. It can
of course be difficult to estimate technical data (e.g. transport work, electric power
production) for such a long period but the aim of the calculation period is not to give a
clear picture of the transport and infrastructure development over the next 60 years,
the aim of the calculation period is instead to create a balance between construction,
maintenance, and operation of the infrastructure system. The calculation period is set
to a time-period close to the lifetime of the main infrastructure components (or an
economic calculation period). In this way, one can receive a balanced picture for the
influence of construction, maintenance, and operation. This also implies that technical
data of today can be used in the calculations in absence of technical data during the
next 60 years. The end-of-life for ports are included as the end-of-life the different port
components and their replacement during maintenance. The port is assumed to, still be
in use after the end of the calculation period. The maintenance status at the end of the
calculation period is “as new” i.e. the consumed part of each component expected
lifetime is compensated by maintenance to “as new status”.
The system boundaries used for infrastructures follows in principle the same pattern as
for other LCA studies according to the ISO standard. In this study, ISO 14040 and ISO
14044 have been used for the development of the LCA. This means that the entire life
cycle of the port during the calculation period is included.
A useful principle for infrastructure analyses has been to divide the activities in three
groups: Construction, Maintenance, and Operation. In a full transport LCA, there are
two parts, which have to be combined; the LCA of the infrastructure and the LCA of
the actual transport carrier. The overall layout must be design in such a way that the
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two parts can be added, see Table 1. This requires a uniform way of handling the
functional unit and the used parameters. The main structure of a full shipping
transport LCA is shown in Figure 1.

Table 1

Main principle of a full transport LCA.

Infrastructure
Traffic

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Ship traffic
Port

Port
Fairway of shipping and navigation equipments

Ship traffic and transportation
Shipping infrastructure
Figure 1

Schematic figure of a complete assessment of shipping transportation.

Transport operations can include both passenger and goods transports and the same
infrastructure can be used for both transport types. In a case when a total transport of a
passenger or a tonne of goods shall be analyses and calculated, the infrastructure has to
be allocated to passenger and goods transport respectively. For ports, this is needed
mainly for RoPax traffic. This allocation can be performed in many different ways. The
allocation of the infrastructure on passenger and freight transport has, in this study,
been performed according to their respective share of the transport infrastructure they
use. The result is thus a data set for the passenger infrastructure and the goods
infrastructure respectively.
The functional unit is the measure of performance, which the system delivers. For
ports, there are two natural units to be used; mass of goods and number of passengers.
These units are used in this study.
The design of the LCA models is strategically very important. The models need to be
accurate and flexible with a good resolution. Resolution in this case means that the
models are detailed enough to be used in the decision process and for other needs. The
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data collection for the LCA models is complex and often only general design data are
available. Generally, there are two methods of model design and data collection that
we can call “top-down” and “bottom-up” calculations.
In the “top-down” approach, an entire construction site is studied (e.g. a bridge or
tunnel construction) and the total material use, energy use, waste and emissions are
measured. By dividing the measures by e.g. the length of the tunnels or the bridge, an
overview measure of the objects can be obtained. The positive aspect of this approach
is that real data for a construction object is used and thereby a good accuracy can be
achieved. The negative part is the lack of flexibility and resolution of the model. The
model will only be “exact” valid for a particular object and no detailed data from the
construction can be received. When such data are used for other objects by scaling the
data with e.g. the functional unit of the object or length, volume etc. a significant error
can be introduced.
In the “bottom-up” approach, all activities in construction, maintenance and operation
is broken down to small unit operation (e.g. truck transport, excavation, laying of
asphalt). Each unit operation has its own local unit (e.g., m3 excavated material, tonnekm truck transport) and its own energy use, emissions etc. per local unit. The LCA
models are then build up by the different unit operations together with quantity data
for the different processes. This approach will result in a more flexible model with
much higher resolution. The model will however be somewhat more theoretical than
the “top-down” model and a fear is that this will result in an underestimation of
energy use and emission due to the use of theoretical process values that does not
reflect a real construction situation. However, this can, to some extent, be compensated
in the model.
In this study, the “bottom-up” approach has been chosen due to its flexibility and
better resolution. The port infrastructure that was analysed already exists and was
built many years ago, so no original construction data is available. The models are
thus, to a large extent, been based on calculations of an equivalent port built today with
modern technical methods.
An important detail is the emission of CO2 from deforestation. When CO2 emanates
from e.g. combustion of biomass, the emission is normally handled as a biogenic CO2
emission and accounted as a zero emission because the growing forest after replanting
is taking up an equal amount of CO2 as released in the combustion of the biomass. In
an establishment of an infrastructure, no replanting is taking place on the
establishment area. Therefore, the assumed emissions from the combustion of the
removed biomass will not be neutralised by uptake of new, growing forest in the same
area. The assumed CO2 emission from the biomass therefore has to be treated similarly
to a fossil CO2 emission. This special CO2 emission is shown separately in the results as
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“CO2 deforestation”. The CO2 deforestation occurs in the construction phase and can
give a significant contribution to the greenhouse gases. However, note that if less forest
exists on the construction site, the “CO2 deforestation” emission will be lower. In the
port examples used in this study, no forest on the construction site has been assumed.

2.2 Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology
An environmental system analysis is a tool that allows a product to be analysed
through its entire life cycle, from raw material extraction and production, via the
material’s use to waste handling and recycling. A common tool for environmental
system analysis is the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodology. The LCA
methodology is described in, for example, the standards EN ISO 14040:2006 [2] and
14044:2006 [3]. In a life cycle assessment, a mathematical model of the system is
designed. This model is of course a representation of the real system, including various
approximations and assumptions. The results from the model are then of course also
dependent on the values and assumptions in the model and the model results are valid
for these values and assumptions. The LCA methodology allows us to study complex
systems, where interactions between different parts of the system exist, to provide as
complete a picture as possible of the environmental impacts of, for example, a product.
An LCA is usually made in three steps with an additional interpretation step, see ISO
standard. In the goal and scope definition, the model and process layout are defined.
The functional unit is also specified. The functional unit is the measure of performance
that the system delivers. In the Life Cycle Inventory analysis (LCI), the material and
energy flows are quantified. Each sub-process has its own performance unit and
several in- and out-flows. The processes are then linked together to form the
mathematical system being analyzed. The final result of the model is the sum of all inand out-flows calculated per functional unit for the entire system. The life cycle impact
assessment (LCIA) is defined as the phase of life cycle assessment aimed at
understanding and evaluating the magnitude and significance of the potential
environmental impacts for a product system throughout the life cycle of the product.
The impact assessment is performed in consecutive steps including classification,
characterization, normalization and weighting. The LCIA phase also provides
information for the life cycle interpretation phase, where the final environmental
interpretation is made. In this study, only classification and characterization have been
included in the impact assessment part. Here, the same classification and
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characterization scheme as proposed in the EPD system2 have been used for most of
the cases.

3 Presentation of Port of Gothenburg
Port of Gothenburg dates back to the 1600s but it was only in the late 1800s and during
the 1900s as its current port began to take shape and that the port of Gothenburg later
developed into a large and modern port. Most of the port terminals which are covered
by this report are built after the year 1950. However, the quays for the RoPax traffic
started to be built before.
The Port of Gothenburg is located at the mouth of the Göta River, which is the largest
river in Sweden. The port is also located centrally in Gothenburg with good
communications to other modes of transport. The expansion possibilities for the port
are also good.
The Port of Gothenburg is the largest port in Scandinavia. Almost 30 per cent of
Swedish foreign trade passes through the port. The Port of Gothenburg can offer a very
wide range of routes, with traffic to over 130 destinations throughout the world. There
are, for example, direct routes to the USA, Middle East, India and Asia.
The Port of Gothenburg is the only port in Sweden with the capacity to receive the very
largest ocean-going container vessels. Around 25 rail shuttles depart each day, offering
companies throughout Sweden and Norway a direct, environmentally wise link to the
port and the opportunity to utilize the broad range of routes. At the Port of
Gothenburg, there are terminals for containers, roro, cars, passengers and oil and other
energy products. Since 2010, the port has been divided into a municipal Port Authority
and separate terminal companies that deal with the operational side.
The Port of Gothenburg has good, natural conditions for developing further as a
freight hub, thanks to its strategic position as a link between the Atlantic/North Sea,
and the Baltic Sea. The aim is to continue to develop the infrastructure within and
outside the port in order to generate even greater capacity and improved access.
To give an idea of the size of Gothenburg port, the total freight volumes for year 2014
are shown below. More detailed information can be found in chapter 4.

Environmental Product Declaration is a system designed for presentation of environmental performance
and comparison of different products. For further information: www.environdec.com and www.msr.se.

2
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836 631 containers, TEU (Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit)
548 801 Ro/Ro units
166 069 new cars
1.82 million passengers
19.23 million tonne of oil
37.1 million tonne of freight
The Port of Gothenburg consists of five different ports/terminals:
Energy/oil terminal: The Energy/oil terminal is the largest oil terminal in Scandinavia
with capacity also for renewable energy products and chemicals.
Container terminal: The port is the largest container terminal in the Nordic region and
a hub for Swedish foreign trade. Over 50 % of all containers to and from Sweden pass
through the terminal. The technical capacity is high, including three Super Post
Panamax cranes. Moreover, short and ice-free, approaches from the open sea, and a
well-developed system with some 25 rail shuttles as environmentally and efficiently
transports the containers to or from the terminal. The container terminal is operated by
APM Terminals.
RoRo terminal: Gothenburg Roro Terminal is a vital link in the Swedish export and
import chain. Unitized rolling goods of every kind are loaded and unloaded with the
aid of some 300 employees. Apart from trailers, large volumes of trucks and containers
are handled. Railway tracks lead directly into the Terminal and the 14 000 m² weatherprotected Paper Logistics Centre (PLC). PLC offers reloading of paper to and from the
rail trucks as well as cross-docking. Large volumes of steel and paper are shipped from
the Terminal. Vehicles and automotive components are also important goods.
Gothenburg Roro Terminal is operated by Älvsborgs RoRo.
RoRo car terminal: The car terminal in Gothenburg is by far the largest export port for
vehicles in Sweden. There is also a significant import volume. Apart from loading and
unloading, parking and storage are offered as well as PDI services. PDI involves
adapting car models to the specifications stipulated in different countries. There are
direct routes to other parts of the world, including North America, Middle East and
India. The terminal also has weekly routes to Belgium. The Roro Car Terminal is
operated by Logent Ports & Terminals.
RoPax terminal: The RoPax terminal consists of two terminals for traffic to Denmark
and Germany.
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4 Technical description of shipping infrastructure
components
Maritime infrastructure consists mainly of two parts - the ports' infrastructure and the
infrastructures of the fairways. Both of these elements can be divided into construction,
operation and maintenance. Port facilities consist of different constructions such as
paved harbour areas, roads, railways, buildings and quay structures. In construction of
harbours, large earthworks often occur where excavated material is dug out and where
riparian areas are filled with solid and stable materials. Soil stabilization is often
necessary because the harbour plan must be able to absorb large loads. Roads are also
available at the port area but these are usually part of the harbour plan. In construction
of harbours, dredging is often needed to obtain a specified water depth at the wharf
and around the harbour. Furthermore, there are buildings in the harbour areas. These
buildings consist of office and administrative building as well as storage and
transhipment facilities. Administrative buildings are usually heated while storage
buildings rarely are heated. In modern ports, there are few storage and transfer
buildings. The actual harbour operation (loading, unloading and handling of goods)
also has an infrastructure. This infrastructure consists of cranes for loading and
unloading ships, and of machinery for handling cargo at the port. Examples of
equipment used are Ship to Shore (STS) cranes, gantry cranes, straddle carriers, reach
stackers, port tractors, translifters, cassettes, etc. The operation of the port includes thus
mainly the operation of these machines and other equipment. The maintenance of the
ports has consistently been estimated by an annual reinvestment of the corresponding
total reinvestment of the equipment at the end-of-life.
Fairway infrastructures 3 are somewhat more complex to define. There is the
construction of the fairway, which near the coast may involve e.g. dredging and
buoyage of the fairway. It also includes navigational aids such as the GPS system.
However, LCA data for the GPS system have not been found and have thus not been
included in the model calculations. There are also other activities such as, for example,
ice-breaking. Some of these activities, such as ice-breaking and pilotage, can be
allocated either to the fairway infrastructure or to the ship traffic. We have, in this case,
chosen to let icebreaking and piloting the ship belongs to the ship traffic.
Below in this chapter, the different parts of the shipping infrastructure are described as
well as how they have been handled in the study.
Rounding of numerical values has been used sparingly as data uncertainties are often
lacking. Numerical values in this report represent thus calculated numeric values and
do not show the accuracy of the values.
3

Inland shipping infrastructures such as canals, locks, etc., have not been covered in this study.
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4.1 Basic and common structural elements for ports
4.1.1

Port foundation construction

Ports can be located in many different places. This means that the ground and soil
conditions where the ports are constructed can be very diverse. In any case, the ground
conditions where the port will be built must meet the stability requirements set up for
the harbor activities. This often means that the ground must be stabilized with various
soil stabilization measures. This may include, for example, excavation and backfill with
blasted rock or other solid materials. Piling and other stabilization measures may also
be used but occur very rarely because of cost reasons. The harbor yard is then filled out
with different ground bearing materials (base coarse) to provide the necessary bearing
capacity and a flat surface for the final top coating which may be for example asphalt
or concrete. All these activities are similar in many respects to that of a road, railroad or
airport construction. The same type of LCA models for the foundation work has been
used for all infrastructure types however with adapted model and input data.
The construction of the port foundation in the project assume a design where the
harbor yard is located from the shore and out to a depth corresponding approximately
to the port's depth specification. This reduces the need for dredging, but increases the
need for filling materials. This strategy is used to reduce costs, as the dredging costs
are relatively high. It is assumed that no forest was cut down/harvested on the port
construction site due to the geographical location of the port (no forest area). The
terminals in Port of Gothenburg have been used as a model for the foundation work
but the construction work has been calculated assuming a modern construction. Thus,
no historical data from the past has been used. Construction quantities and other data
have been calculated based on the geographic locations of the terminals in the Port of
Gothenburg. The model input data used are presented in Table 2. The quay
superstructure is presented in a separate chapter (4.1.3).
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Table 2

Specifications used in the model calculations of the foundation.
Port type

Technical data for
Port of Gothenburg

Container
terminal

Energy/oil
terminal

RoRo
terminal

RoRo car
terminal

RoPax terminal
(passenger)

RoPax terminal
(goods)

Total

Harbour area foundation (m2)

800 000

1 502 500

500 000

180 369

27 160

108 640

3 118 669

Geotechnical survey area (m2)

800 000

1 502 500

500 000

180 369

27 160

108 640

3 118 669

Clearing of top soil (m2)

160 000

300 500

100 000

36 074

5 432

21 728

623 734

Open soil excavation (m3)

400 000

751 250

250 000

90 185

13 580

54 320

1 559 335

8 000

15 025

5 000

1 804

272

1 086

31 187

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

800 000

1 502 500

500 000

180 369

27 160

108 640

3 118 669

6 400

12 020

4 000

1 443

217

869

24 949

1 600 000

3 005 000

1 000 000

360 738

54 320

217 280

6 237 338

4 000 000

7 512 500

2 500 000

901 845

135 800

543 200

15 593 345

400 000

751 250

250 000

90 185

13 580

54 320

1 559 335

64 000

120 200

40 000

14 430

2 173

8 691

249 494

1 200 000

2 253 750

750 000

270 554

40 740

162 960

4 678 004

16

30

10

4

1

2

62

16 000

30 050

10 000

3 607

543

2 173

62 373

Harbour foundation model

Open hard rock excavation (m3)
Concrete piles, except quay
construction (m)
Geotextile (m2)
Drainage water system (m)
Soil filling for harbour
foundation (m3)
Blast stone filling for harbour
foundation (m3)
Crushed aggregates filling for
harbour foundation (m3)
Unbound base course (m3)
Unbound subbase course (m3)
Cable man-hole 600 mm
concrete (m)
Cable channel PE tube (m)

4.1.2

Construction of the bearing surfaces in ports

In a harbor, large amounts of heavy goods are handled. The ground stability of the
harbor areas is thus very important. Different surface materials can be used for
harbors. The most common materials are asphalt and concrete. The application
methods for harbor areas are approximately the same as for roads. Thus, equivalent
LCA models as for roads have also been used for the surface applications in harbors.
However, specific data for harbor base course and surface layers have been used. The
quay construction has been handled separately and the surface material near the quay
side is almost always concrete. The used pavement material in this example is asphalt.
The used specifications are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3

Specifications used in the model calculations of the asphalt pavement.
Port type

Technical data for
Port of Gothenburg

Container
terminal

Energy/oil
terminal

RoRo
terminal

RoRo car
terminal

RoPax
terminal
(passenger)

RoPax
terminal
(goods)

Total

760 000

1 427 375

395 761

171 351

18 527

106 467

2 879 481

368

368

368

368

368

368

230

230

230

230

230

230

92

92

92

92

92

92

10 000

1 000

10 000

10 000

2 000

2 000

Asphalt model
Asphalt area (m2)
Hot mixed asphalt,
road base (kg
asphalt/m2)
Hot mixed asphalt,
base course (kg
asphalt/m2)
Hot mixed asphalt,
wearing course (kg
asphalt/m2)
Pavement marking (m)

4.1.3

35 000

Quay construction

There are many different types of quay constructions. A quay construction must be
adapted to the local conditions prevailing at the place where the port is to be built. In
addition, the requirements on the quay vary due to e.g. type of port, ship size, etc. An
LCA model is based on some type of model structure for a quay. For the ports and
wharves used in this study, a typical quay structure has been used to design the LCA
model for the quay. A schematic figure of such a quay design is shown in Figure 2.
This quay consists basically of a quay superstructure which is cast in concrete. The
quay width is 20 m with 10 m3 of concrete per meter length of quay. Sometimes, the
quay can be attached to a concrete anchor which is further attached in the filling
material behind the quay. The concrete quay superstructure is often stabilized by
concrete piles driven down to solid rock. In this case, 4 rows of piles along the quay are
used. The distance between the piles along the quay is 4.5 m. Average lengths of piles
are 30 m. This gives 30*4/4.5 = 27 m piles/m quay. The water quayside is covered with
steel sheet piles to prevent material erosion caused by the ship propellers. Under and
behind the concrete quay superstructure, the entire foundation structure is stabilized
by various types of stable filling material such as rock-fill, rubble, excavated and
dredged materials. On top of the filling materials are a base course and an asphalt
layers to obtain a flat and stable surface. Under the foundation behind the quay, a
supporting piled concrete plate can sometimes be used. The quay model also includes
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mooring bollards and quay fenders. The LCA model is designed so that the different
quay elements can be varied and in that way can the model be adapted to a specific
object. Total quay lengths for the different ports can be found in Table 4 and a picture
of a quay construction is shown in Figure 3.

Table 4

Quay lengths for the different terminals.
Port type

Technical data for
Port of Gothenburg

Container
terminal

Energy/oil
terminal

RoRo
terminal

RoRo car
terminal

RoPax terminal
(passenger)

RoPax
terminal
(goods)

Total

1300

1300

1700

500

830

830

6460

General harbour data
Quay length (m)

Erosion protection as an option if
steel sheet piles are omitted
Quay concrete superstructure

Base coarse and asphalt layer

Concrete anchor plate
Filling materials/Rockfill
Water level
Concrete piles
Rockfill

Steel sheet piles

Excavated or dredged materials

Pilable rockfill

Clay, sediment or other bottom materials
Solid rock

Figure 2

Schematic figure of a typical quay construction.
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Figure 3

4.1.4

Quay construction in a container port.

Buildings in ports

Buildings in ports are mainly of two types - office buildings, and storage and reloading
buildings. These buildings are standard buildings and do not differ significantly from
other similar buildings in the community. This allows standard LCA models for similar
buildings to be used. Office buildings are mostly heated while storage buildings are
unheated. In the LCA model for port buildings, different heating types such as oil,
electricity and biofuels can be chosen. Today's ports have relatively few storage and
reloading buildings. Such buildings are most common in the cargo and bulk terminals
but occur also in e.g. RoRo terminals. In oil terminals, there are oil storage tanks but
these are handled separately in connection with oil terminals.
Buildings have been modeled as they appear in the Port of Gothenburg. Standard
building types have been used for the LCA models. Building areas and standard
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energy use are shown in Table 5. In cases where the energy consumption of the
buildings is integrated with the ports’ other energy use, the building’s specific energy
use is shown in the models for the port operation.

Table 5

Specifications used in the model calculations of the port buildings.
Port type

Technical data for
Port of Gothenburg

Container
terminal

Energy/oil
terminal

RoRo
terminal

RoRo car
terminal

RoPax
terminal
(passenger)

RoPax
terminal
(goods)

Total

1 500

1 000

3 000

300

25 900

11 100

42 800

30

30

30

30

30

30

100

100

100

100

100

100

45 000

30 000

90 000

9 000

777 000

333 000

1 284 000

150 000

100 000

300 000

30 000

2 590 000

1 110 000

4 280 000

Port building model
Building area (m2)
Specific electric energy
consumption
(kWh/m2 and year)
Specific heat energy
consumption
(kWh/m2 and year)
Electric energy use
(kWh/year)
Heat energy use
(kWh/year)

4.1.5

Dredging of harbors and fairways

Dredging occurs in and around ports and in fairways. How much needs to be dredged
will depend on the conditions in each port, and in the fairways. It is therefore
impossible to give a precise measure of dredging extent, because this is specific to each
port and fairway. The dredging volume in this study has instead a specified value,
calculated in a standardized way, for all port types in the study. Dredging occur both
during construction of the port and as maintenance dredging at regular intervals for
each port and fairway. The scope of dredging work for a port may be difficult to assess.
Ports may, for example, be located along a coast or at a river mouth. Ports in estuaries
are exposed to much greater amounts of sediment from the rivers compared to ports
along the coast. This can make the dredging requirement much greater for ports in
estuaries than ports on the coast.
Many different methods for dredging works are also available such as:
Mechanical dredgers: dipper and backhoe dredger, grab or clamshell dredger, bucket
wheel dredger and bucket ladder dredger.
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Hydraulic dredgers with or without mechanical units: Plain suction dredger, Cutter
dredger and trailing suction hopper dredge.
Other methods: freeze dredging
The backhoe bucket dredger and the grab dredger consist of excavators mounted on
barges from which they can dig out material from the bottom. The dredged material is
loaded onto a transport barge that transports the dredge material to a designated offshore or landfill site. The backhoe dredger can handle different bottom types, are
flexible and can dredge in confined spaces in a port. The grab dredger can also handle
greater depths. At hydraulic dredging, the bottom material is pumped up with a large
pump. This requires a loose pumpable bottom material. Sometimes hydraulic dredging
is combined with a mechanical treatment (cutter) of the bottom to dissolve this and
make it more pumpable. A bucket ladder dredger has many buckets mounted on a
circulating belt. These works are often large and has a high capacity, but harder to
handle in narrow spaces such as ports and are therefore best suited for e.g. dredging of
fairways. Freeze dredging is a special type of dredging where the bottom material is
frozen and can then be lifted up in a whole frozen blocks. This method is expensive
and is used only in special cases, such as for highly contaminated sediments where you
want to avoid contamination of the surrounding water.
For harbor dredging in the Port of Gothenburg, a backhoe dredger has been assumed.
For fairway dredging, a mix of different technologies has been assumed. The dredging
also includes a barge transport of dredged materials to an offshore deposit. The
average transport distance from the port terminals to the offshore deposit at Vinga is
estimated at 11.85 km.
The dredging work is calculated both for the construction of the port and for the
periodic maintenance dredging. Dredging work is calculated per m3 of dredged
volumes. The calculated standard dredging is set to the following values:
Dredging in the construction of the port:
Quay length (m) * 250 m from the quay * 5 m dredging depth = Dredged volume at the
construction of the port (m3)
Maintenance dredging of the port:
Quay length (m) * 100 m from the quay * 0.3 m dredging depth = Dredged volume
during periodic maintenance dredging of the harbor (m3) every four years
For the fairway dredging, empiric data from the Port of Gothenburg has been used.
The fairways are common units for the five ports that make up the Port of Gothenburg.
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The total dredging work has been divided equally between those ports. An allocation
of the fairway lengths or required fairway depth has thus not been made. The
distribution between the dredging of the harbor and the fairways has been estimated at
60 % and 40 % respectively. The data for the dredging work is presented in Table 6.
Table 6

Specifications used in the model calculations of port and fairway dredging.
Port type

Technical data for
Port of Gothenburg
Dredging in port
construction (m3)
Dredging in port
operation (m3/year)
Fairway dredging in
port construction (m3)
Fairway dredging in
port operation
(m3/year)

Container
terminal

Energy/oil
terminal

RoRo
terminal

RoRo car
terminal

RoPax
terminal
(passenger)

RoPax
terminal
(goods)

Total

1 625 000

1 625 000

2 125 000

625 000

1 037 500

1 037 500

8 075 000

9 750

9 750

12 750

3 750

6 225

6 225

48 450

4 000 000

4 000 000

4 000 000

4 000 000

2 000 000

2 000 000

20 000 000

6 000

6 000

6 000

6 000

3 000

3 000

30 000

4.2 Port for crude oil and oil products
The energy supply is an important part of a society but the energy sources/fuels can
vary. Fuels transported by boat are mainly oil, coal and various biofuels, although
other fuels exist such as natural gas, peat and ethanol. Oil is an important fuel
transported and distributed by ships worldwide. Oil is transported both as crude oil
from the sources to refineries and as oil products from refineries to the customers. Oil
ports or oil terminals are important parts in this freight chain. In the study,
Gothenburg Energy/oil terminal has been used as a model for the calculations and LCA
models of an oil terminal. Oil terminals are specially designed for the transport of oil.
The energy/oil terminal covers an area of 1 502 500 m2 and has harbor yards for
equipment and quays as any other port. A certain dominance for quay piers can be
found. The draft of the tankers may also be significant but this also depends on the size
of the vessels.
The Gothenburg Energy/oil terminal has two crude oil refineries for fuel products and
one crude oil refinery for bitumen products close to the terminal. Thus, the terminal
handles both crude oil to the refineries and products from the refineries. The following
products and quantities were loaded and unloaded to and from the vessels during year
2013, Table 7.
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Table 7

Total product quantities handled at the Gothenburg Energy/oil terminal during year 2013.

Product
Crude oil
Gasoline
Diesel
Heavy fuel oils
Other
Total year 2013

Quantity
(ktonne)
8 060
2 750
3 700
5 160
735
20 405

The port equipment mainly consists of storage tanks, pipelines, pumping equipment
and different process equipment. In addition, there are buildings (1000 m2) and
vehicles (gasoline, diesel, gas and E85 ethanol). The safety fence around the port is also
included but in the foundation model (fence length 4750 m). Heat for the port is
produced by wood ship combustion. Harbor and fairway dredging is also included for
the port. The total amount of steel in tanks and pipelines has been estimated to 31 338
tonne. Total electric energy used year 2013 was 9 360 000 MJ. Total wood ship heat was
7 164 000 MJ.
Harbor and fairway dredging is included for the LCA model of the port as well as
maintenance operations of fairway equipment and electric energy to the lighthouses in
the fairway to the port. These activities are described further in chapter 4.7.

In Figure 4 to Figure 10, the energy/oil terminal is presented in pictures.
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Figure 4

Torshamnen for intake of crude oil.
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Figure 5

Port for loading of oil products.
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Figure 6

Oil product loading facility.
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Figure 7

Pipelines with process equipment.
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Figure 8

Quay pier with pipelines and process equipment.
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Figure 9

Oil product storage tank and distribution pipelines.
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Figure 10

Quay for product tankers.

4.3 Port for containers (Container terminal)
Containers are today very important cargo carriers for ships and other transport
modes. It is a standardized carrier with great flexibility and transport efficiency that
covers ship transport as well as truck and railway transport. The port covers an area of
800 000 m2 and consists of a harbor yard with high stability where the containers are
handled, a protecting fence around the port (length 1150 m), an ordinary quay
construction for docking of the container ships (quay length 1300 m), buildings (1500
m2) and, loading and handling equipment. The equipment used is mainly:
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Ship-to-Shore (STS) cranes: Post-Panamax cranes (5) and Super-Post Panamax cranes
(3). - Estimated lifetime: 30 years
RMGC - Rail Mounted Gantry Cranes (2) - Estimated lifetime: 30 years
RTGC - Rubber Tyred Gantry Cranes (0) - Estimated lifetime: 30 years
Straddle Carriers (38) - Estimated lifetime: 15 years
Reach Stackers (9) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Port Tractors (3) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
In addition, there are transport vehicles/cars (gasoline and diesel).
The total electric energy use in year 2013 was 46 694 084 MJ and a specification of the
electric energy use can be found in Table 8.
Table 8

Specification of the electric energy use in the container terminal.

Source
description

Electric energy used
in year 2013
(kWh)
STS
3 491 394
RMGC
1 991 133
Reefer
1 348 002
Buildings
3 933 922
Harbor yard
407 532
Other
1 798 596
Total
12 970 579
*) loaded and empty

Electric energy used
in year 2013
(MJ)
12 569 018
7 168 079
4 852 807
14 162 119
1 467 115
6 474 946
46 694 084

Electric energy per total
number of containers*
(MJ/TEU)
16.16
9.22
6.24
18.21
1.89
8.32
60.04

Heat for the port is produced by fuel oil and natural gas combustion. Diesel is mainly
used for the different port machines while gasoline is used for car transports. A
specification is show in Table 9.

Table 9

Specification of fuel use in the container terminal.

Source description
Diesel machines and vehicles
Operational vehicles with gasoline
fuel
Heating - oil fuel class 1
Heating - natural gas fuel

Energy supply
(MJ)
113 942 334

Energy per container
(MJ/TEU)
146.49

686 205

0.88

1 428 289
8 960 926

1.84
11.52
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The production in the container terminal is shown below.
The number of container units to and from the ships was 777 797 TEU 4 in year 2013.
The equivalent number of empty container units was 147 752 TEU in year 2013.
Used TEU container volume (internal): 32.8 m3
Used max payload for TEU container: 27 780 kg
Assumed (calculated) container load for loaded containers: 10 000 kg
Load ratio for loaded containers: 10 000/27 780 = 0.36 (36.0 %).
Load ratio for all containers: 10 000*0.81/27 780 = 0.292 (29.2 %).
Average load for a container including effects of empty containers and a load rate of
36 % gives: 27780*0.292 = 8112 kg/TEU container (all containers also including empty
containers)
Harbor and fairway dredging is included for the LCA model of the port as well as
maintenance operations of fairway equipment and electric energy to the lighthouses in
the fairway to the port. These activities are described further in chapter 4.7.
In Figure 12 to Figure 19, the container terminal is presented in pictures.

4

TEU = Twenty foot Equivalent Unit, 20 foot ISO standard container.
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Figure 11

Loading and unloading of a large container ship. Photo: APM terminals, Gothenburg.
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Figure 12

STS (Ship-to-Shore) cranes. Super-Post Panamax cranes weighing 1650 tonne.
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Figure 13

STS (Ship-to-Shore) cranes. Post Panamax cranes weighing 750 tonne.
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Figure 14

Gantry crane (RMGC) for containers. Photo: APM terminals, Gothenburg.
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Figure 15

Moving containers by straddle carriers.
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Figure 16

Reach stackers for container handling.
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Figure 17

Port tractor with trailer.
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Figure 18

Container storage. Photo: APM terminals, Gothenburg.
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Figure 19

Power-station for refrigerated containers (reefers).

4.4 Port for cars and other vehicles (RoRo car terminal)
Roll-on/roll-off (RoRo) ships are designed for wheeled cargo, such as cars, trucks, semitrailer trucks, trailers, and railroad cars, that are driven on and off the ship on their
own wheels or using a platform vehicle/carrier, such as cassettes transported on a port
tractor with a translifter. A RoRo terminal is equipped with ramps so that the cargo can
roll onboard. Gothenburg port has two RoRo terminal; one car terminal and one
traditional RoRo terminal. The two RoRo terminals have some overlap concerning the
type of cargo but also somewhat different destination routes. The RoRo car terminal is
also much smaller in terms of transported cargo compared to the traditional RoRo
terminal. The port in this section refers to the RoRo car terminal.
The RoRo car terminal covers an area of 180 369 m2. The port consists of a harbor yard
with high stability where the vehicles and goods are handled, a protecting fence
around the port (length 550 m), an ordinary quay construction for docking of the RoRo
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ships (quay length 500 m), buildings (300 m2) and, loading and handling equipment.
The equipment used is mainly:
Reach Stackers (1) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Port Tractors (5) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Forklifts (7) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
In addition, there are transport vehicles/cars (gasoline and diesel).
The total energy use for the RoRo car terminal in year 2013 is shown in Table 10.
Table 10

Energy use for the RoRo car terminal in year 2013.

Energy use in year 2013

Amount

Car engine at loading and unloading *)

Unit

41 156

pieces

874 951

Diesel (MK1) for machines
Gasoline for small vehicles
Fuel gas to vehicles
Fuel oil for heating
Sum

Electric energy

Energy
(MJ)

Energy per caro
weight
(MJ/kg)

102 890

0.000349

kWh

3 149 824

0.0107

54 200
10 100
12.0

liter
liter
Nm3

1 892 664
325 018
467

0.00642
0.0011
1.584E-06

11 400

liter

398 088
5 868 950

0.00135
0.0199

*) 2.5 MJ/loading or unloading

The total production for the RoRo car terminal in year 2013 is shown in Table 11. The
cargo weight has been used as the functional unit in the model calculations.
Table 11 Total production in year 2013 for the RoRo car terminal.

Cargo unit type

Number of cars to
and from the ships
RoRo units
Trailers
Sum

Number of
units over
the quay in
year 2013
41 156

Unit

Cargo weight
(kg)

pieces

61 734 000

0

61 734 000

6 185
4 400

pieces
pieces

136 070 000
96 800 000
294 604 000

44 532 000
31 680 000
76 212 000

180 602 000
128 480 000
370 816 000

54

TARA
(kg)

Total weight
(kg)
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Harbor and fairway dredging is included for the LCA model of the port as well as
maintenance operations of fairway equipment and electric energy to the lighthouses in
the fairway to the port. These activities are described further in chapter 4.7.
In Figure 20 to Figure 25, the RoRo car terminal is presented in pictures.

Figure 20

Loading ramp for loading of vehicles.
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Figure 21

Vehicles waiting for loading.
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Figure 22

Example of cargo handling in a RoRo car terminal.
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Figure 23

Example of cargo handling in a RoRo car terminal.
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Figure 24

Stacking storage of transport cassettes.
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Figure 25

Port tractor for goods handling.

4.5 Port for general RoRo cargo (RoRo terminal)
Roll-on/roll-off (RoRo) ships are designed for wheeled cargo, such as cars, trucks, semitrailer trucks, trailers, and railroad cars, that are driven on and off the ship on their
own wheels or using a platform vehicle/carrier, such as cassettes transported on a port
tractor with a translifter. A RoRo terminal is equipped with ramps so that the cargo can
roll onboard. Gothenburg port has two RoRo terminals; one car terminal and one
traditional RoRo terminal. The two RoRo terminals have some overlap concerning the
type of cargo but also somewhat different destination routes. The RoRo car terminal is
also much smaller in terms of transported cargo compared to the traditional RoRo
terminal. The port in this section refers to the larger RoRo terminal.
The RoRo terminal covers an area of 500 000 m2. The terminal consists of a harbor yard
with high stability where the vehicles and goods are handled, a protecting fence
around the terminal (length 875 m), an ordinary quay construction for docking of the
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RoRo ships (quay length 1700 m), buildings (3000 m2) and, loading and handling
equipment. The equipment used is mainly:
Reach Stackers (5) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Port Tractors (65) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Port Translifters (15) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Port Cassettes (494) - Estimated lifetime: 25 years
In addition, there are transport vehicles/cars (gasoline and diesel).
The total energy use for the RoRo terminal in year 2013 is shown in Table 12.
Table 12

Energy use for the RoRo terminal in year 2013.

Energy use in year 2013

Amount

Car engine at loading and unloading *)

104 000

Unit

Energy
(MJ)

pieces

Energy per cargo
weight
(MJ/kg)

260 000

2.407E-05

Electric energy

4 476 000

kWh

16 113 600

0.00149

Diesel (MK1) for machines

1 171 000

liter

40 891 320

0.00379

Gasoline for small vehicles

11 688

liter

376 120

3.483E-05

57 641 040

0.00533

Sum
*) 2.5 MJ/loading or unloading

The total production for the RoRo terminal in year 2013 is shown in Table 13. The cargo
weight has been used as the functional unit in the model calculations.
Table 13 Total production in year 2013 for the RoRo terminal.
Cargo unit type

Number of cars to
and from the ships
Rolling units
SECU units
Paper
Sum

Number of
units over the
quay in year
2013
104 000

Unit

Cargo weight
(kg)

TARA
(kg)

Total weight
(kg)

pieces

156 000 000

-

156 000 000

291 000
55 000
282 000

pieces
pieces
tonne

6 402 000 000
3 960 000 000
282 000 000
10 800 000 000

2 095 200 000
770 000 000
70 500 000
2 935 700 000

8 497 200 000
4 730 000 000
352 500 000
13 735 700 000

Harbor and fairway dredging is included for the LCA model of the port as well as
maintenance operations of fairway equipment and electric energy to the lighthouses in
the fairway to the port. These activities are described further in chapter 4.7.
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In Figure 26 to Figure 35, the RoRo terminal environment is presented.

Figure 26

RoRo ships at the dock ready for loading.
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Figure 27

Ramp for RoRo ship loading.
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Figure 28

Port tractor with translifter used for transportation of cassettes.
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Figure 29

Container loaded on a transport cassette.
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Figure 30

Iron products loaded on a transport cassette.
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Figure 31

Paper rolls loaded on a transport cassette.
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Figure 32

Wagons for indoor transshipment of paper products. Photo: Port of Gothenburg.
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Figure 33

Reach stacker in operation.
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Figure 34

Trailers waiting for loading.
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Figure 35

Vehicles waiting for loading.

4.6 Port for combined passenger and RoRo cargo (RoPax)
A vessel that combines Roll on/Roll off capacity for the cargo with passenger traffic is
called a RoPax vessel. The most of the passenger ferries today belong to this group
when having a car deck for vehicles and cargo. The vehicles usually dominate
completely. Gothenburg port has two RoPax terminals for RoPax traffic to Denmark
and Germany respectively. Both are operated by Stena Line. Data have been collected
from both ports and are presented as one unit. For RoPax operation, the functional unit
is somewhat more complicated. For cargo, one can calculate all the results based on the
weight of the cargo. Passengers are usually not suitable to be calculated by weight
because weight is not the main parameter for the passenger space. For RoPax, one has
thus two different functions, the amount of passengers and the weight of the cargo. In
this study, these parts has been handled separately resulting in separate results for the
passenger and cargo transport. This also means that the results have to be allocated
between passenger and cargo. A function allocation has been used which well reflects
where the environmental problems have been generated. The port activities have thus
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been allocated to either passenger or cargo (or a combination, percentage distribution)
depending on where the activity is used. The cars and busses loaded on the car deck
are however allocated to the passengers according to common practice while trucks,
trailers and other cargo are allocated to the cargo.
The following equipment is used for the cargo handling.
Reach Stackers (1) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Port Tractors (7) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
Forklifts (3) - Estimated lifetime: 10 years
The overall yearly production at the two RoPax terminals in Gothenburg is shown in
Table 14.
Table 14

Type and amount of cargo at the RoPax terminal.

Type of cargo

Amount during
one year
1 451 037

100

Total weight
(kg)
145 103 700

4 740 127

1 000

4 740 127 000

2 973

15 000

44 595 000

Number of trucks and trailers

268 227

17 000

4 559 859 000

Number of cars

319 158

1 500

478 737 000

Number of passengers
Cargo weight in metric tonne
Number of busses

Weight per item
(kg)

The loading and unloading of all the vehicles are calculated in the study based on
general assumptions of fuel use and loading time. The energy use and allocation are
presented in Table 15.
Table 15

Energy and allocation for loading and unloading of vehicles at the RoPax terminal.

Vehicle type

Total
number
per year
2 973

Energy use at
loading or
unloading (MJ)
83 054

Trucks and trailers

268 227

7 493 189

Cars

319 158

4 483 851

Busses

Allocation to:

Fuel type

Passengers

Diesel

Cargo

Diesel

Passengers

Gasoline/Diesel
50%/50%

The result from the function allocation of the different parameters used in the study is
shown in Table 16.
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Table 16
Total amounts and function allocation between passenger and cargo used in the
calculations of the RoPax terminal.
Parameter to be
allocated

Total
amounts
used

Electric energy
(MJ/year)
District heating
(MJ/year)
District cooling
(MJ/year)
2

Land use area (m )
Total fence length
(m)
2
Building area (m )
Building, ground
occupation surface
2
(m )
Quay length (m)
2

Asphalt area (m )
Water consumption
3
(m /year)
Diesel, Ecopar use
(MJ/year)
Diesel class 1 use
(MJ/year)

Allocation
to the
passengers
(%)

Allocation
to the
cargo
(%)

Total
amount
allocated
to the
cargo
4 714 957

Amount per
passenger

Amount per
cargo
weight in kg

30

Total
amount
allocated to
the
passengers
11 001 566

15 716 523

70

7.582

0.00048

6 792 840

70

30

4 754 988

2 037 852

3.277

0.000207

758 880

70

30

531 216

227 664

0.366

2.318E-05

135 800

40

60

54 320

81 480

0.0374

8.295E-06

1 500

40

60

600

900

0.000413

9.162E-08

37 000

70

30

25 900

11 100

0.0178

1.13E-06

12 333

70

30

8 633

3 700

0.00595

3.767E-07

1 660

50

50

830

830

0.000572

8.449E-08

123 467

37

63

45 687

77 780

0.0315

66 400

10

10

6 640

6 640

0.00458

6.759E-07

5 297 600

0

100

0

5 297 600

0

0.000539

69 800

0

100

0

69 800

0

7.106E-06

Harbor and fairway dredging is included for the LCA model of the port as well as
maintenance operations of fairway equipment and electric energy to the lighthouses in
the fairway to the port. These activities are described further in chapter 4.7.
In Figure 36 to Figure 40, the RoPax terminal is presented in pictures.
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Figure 36 RoPax terminal. Overview of the Denmark terminal in Gothenburg. The ship is shown in
the upper right corner.
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Figure 37

Close up of the Denmark ferry docking at the quay.
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Figure 38 The RoPax ferry to Germany in the Port of Gothenburg. Passenger terminal in
foreground.
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Figure 39

Entrence to the RoPax terminal to Germany.
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Figure 40

Port yard for cargo to Germany.

4.7 Fairway maritime infrastructure
The fairways are another infrastructure components of the entire shipping
infrastructure separated from the port infrastructure. It is however connected to the
port infrastructure. It has thus been included in the LCA models of the port
infrastructures but the results are shown separately as fairway infrastructure. The
fairway infrastructure consists mainly of dredging of the fairways (usually near the
ports) and navigation equipment. Dredging of the port area is however included in the
port infrastructure. The navigation equipment is today mainly electronic equipment
including satellites (e.g. GPS). This equipment has not been included due to insufficient
LCA data. Other equipment is, for example, seamarks and lighthouses. Only the
operation of this equipment has been included so only electric energy to lighthouses is
included for lighthouses near the ports and maintenance operations for the seamarks.
Harbor and fairway dredging is thus included in the port LCA models.
Maintenance/operation of fairway equipment is also included. The main activity for
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fairway equipment is the operation of small diesel vessels. The marine gasoil
consumption for this has been calculated to 700 MJ diesel per call of ships as an
average in Sweden.
Electric energy to lighthouses for fairways in Gothenburg port has also been included.
Of 1200 lighthouses in Sweden, 13 can be related to Gothenburg port. These use
approximately 25 000 kWh per year. Distributed equally to the five port, this gives
5 000 kWh per year and port (18 000 MJ per year and port). This is the only figure that
has been used for the lighthouses. A more detailed description of the fairway
calculations can be found in [1].

5 LCA model structures
The Life Cycle Assessment model includes all the calculations of the different
parameters analyzed in the study such as energy use, resource use and emissions. The
calculations are divided is different modules representing, for example, the different
processes included in the study. The flowsheet of the LCA models shows, in a graphic
form, all the different modules and how they are linked to each other. The models also
show how the model structure is divided into different areas representing different
color codes. These areas also represent the division made in the presentation of the
results. A complete LCA model of a port consists of several models. A port model
usually consists of the following models:
Port model = Foundation model+Pavement model+Building model+the Specific port
model
Unfortunately, the LCA models are relatively large and are therefore difficult to show
in graphic form in a report. To be able to show both the model overview and the details
in the same figure, the entire model is shown in the figure. To read the details, the
reader can then use the zoom function of the presentation software and enlarge the
figure to see the details.

5.1 LCA model of port foundation
The foundation model include all the details that have been included for the
foundation work in the port when the port where constructed and also the
maintenance work during the calculation period. This includes excavation work,
moving of materials, ground stabilization work of the port, construction of the bearing
surface, construction of the quays etc. All the details of the model are shown in Figure
41.
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Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code
First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = harbour building model
F = harbour foundation model
P = harbour pavement model
RORO = RoRo harbour model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo harbour model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger harbour model
OIL = Oil harbour model
CON = Container harbour model

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcGS)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcGS)
Geotechnical survey, harbour foundation (FcGS)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcFF)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcFF)

Forest felling (FcFF)

Maintenance
Operation

Operation diesel engine machine (FmBC)
Unbound base course (FmBC)
Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FmBC)

Clearing of top soil (FcCS)

Soil to storage/landfill (FcOSE)
Excavation (FcOSE)

Open soil excavation, earth cuts (FcOSE)

Soil filling (FcCSR)
Blast stone filling (FcCSR)

Soil to storage/landfill (FcCSR)
Excavation (FcCSR)

Unbound Subbase course (ground frost protection) (FmBC)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmBC)

Excavation (FmBC)

Storage of waste (FmBC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

h
a
r
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o
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Dumper transport (FcOSE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCSR)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcCSR)

Track-Type Tractor (FmBC)

o
f

Dumper transport (FcCS)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcOSE)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcOSE)

Road roller compaction (FmBC)

Unbound Subbase course (FmBC)
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The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Soil to storage/landfill (FcCS)
Excavation (FcCS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

Construction

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance

Forest product user (FcFF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCS)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcCS)

Port foundation model

Excavation for service roads (FcCSR)

f
o
u
n
d
a
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Construction of service roads (FcCSR)

Dumper transport (FcCSR)
Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FcCSR)
Road roller compaction (FcCSR)

Steel production - EAF (FmRB)

Rock bolting reinforcement (FmRB)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmWN)
Storage of waste (FmWN)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmWN)

Demolition of wire netting (FmWN)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FmWN)

Track-Type Tractor (FcCSR)
Wire netting (FmWN)

Application of protecting wire netting for rock (FmWN)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcEP)
Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FcEP)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcEP)

Erosion protection (FcEP)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmHPF)

Excavation (FcEP)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcOE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FmHPF)

Cement production (FmHPF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmHPF)

Sand and gravel (FmHPF)

Open hard rock excavation (FcOE)
Excavation (FcOE)

Dumper transport (FcOE)

Steel production - EAF (FmHPF)

Production of crushed aggregates (FmHPF)

Production of ANFO explosive (FcOE)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcOE)

Blast rock storage (FcOE)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmHPF)

Harbour protection fences (FmHPF)

Concrete production (FmHPF)

Steel production - EAF (FcRB)

Rock bolting reinforcement (FcRB)

Removal of harbour fences (FmHPF)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmHPF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcWN)

Storage of waste (FmHPF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmHPF)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcWN)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FcWN)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmCULV)

Wire netting (FcWN)

Application of protecting wire netting for rock (FcWN)

Production of crushed aggregates (FmCULV)

Water culvert 1000 mm (FmCULV)

Cement production (FmCULV)

Cement production (FcCLC)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCLC)

Steel production - EAF (FmCULV)

Sand and gravel (FmCULV)

CaO production (FcCLC)

Fuel oil combustion (FmCULV)
Concrete production (FmCULV)

Production of cement/lime columns (FcCLC)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcCLC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCP)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmCULV)

Wildlife culvert 400 mm (FmCULV)

Extraction of pit-run gravel and sand (FcCP)
Production of crushed aggregates (FcCP)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmCULV)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcCP)

Production of ANFO explosive (FcCP)

Removal of culverts (FmCULV)

Application of concrete piles (FcCP)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmMH)

Production of concrete piles (FcCP)

Cement production (FmMH)

Cement production (FcCP)

Polypropylene production (FcGT)

Concrete production (FmMH)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcGT)

Geotextile production (FcGT)

Geotextile application (FcGT)

Fuel oil combustion (FmMH)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmMH)

Production of HDPE pipes (FcDWS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcDWS)

Cable man-hole 1500 mm concrete (FmMH)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmMH)

Oil boiler - steam/heat production (FcDWS)

Polyethene production, HDPE (FcDWS)

Cable man-hole 1200 mm concrete (FmMH)

Sand and gravel (FmMH)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcGT)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcDWS)

Storage of waste (FmCULV)
Steel production - EAF (FmMH)

Production of crushed aggregates (FmMH)

Steel production - EAF (FcCP)

Cable man-hole 600 mm concrete (FmMH)

Drainage water system (FcDWS)
Removal of man-holes (FmMH)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcDWS)

Storage of waste (FmMH)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcFHF)
Excavation of foundation (FcFHF)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcFHF)

Soil filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmNP)

Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF)
Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FcFHF)

Crushed aggregates filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcBC)

Noise protection, steel plate (FmNP)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FmNP)
Production of timber in forste (FmNP)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcBC)
Unbound base course (FcBC)
Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FcBC)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FmNP)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmNP)

Noise protection (FmNP)

Noise protection, wood (FmNP)

Removal of noise protections (FmNP)

Production of dimensional lumber (FmNP)

Fuel oil combustion (FmNP)

Storage of waste (FmNP)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FmNP)

Noise protection, glass (FmNP)

Road roller compaction (FcBC)
Biomass fuel combustion (FmNP)

Production of glass (FmNP)

Unbound Subbase course (FcBC)
Track-Type Tractor (FcBC)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmCCPE)

Unbound Subbase course (ground frost protection) (FcBC)

Oil boiler - steam/heat production (FmCCPE)

Polyethene production, HDPE (FmCCPE)
Production of ANFO explosive (FcCULV)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmCCPE)

Production of crushed aggregates (FcCULV)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcCULV)

Water culvert 400 mm (FcCULV)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCULV)
Production of ANFO explosive (FcMH)
Steel production - EAF (FcMH)

Production of crushed aggregates (FcMH)
Cement production (FcMH)

Cable man-hole 1200 mm concrete (FcMH)

Concrete production (FcMH)

Cable man-hole 1500 mm concrete (FcMH)
Fuel oil combustion (FcMH)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcMH)

Cable man-hole 600 mm concrete (FcMH)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcNP)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FcNP)

Noise protection, steel plate (FcNP)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FcNP)

Noise protection (FcNP)

Noise protection, wood (FcNP)

Production of dimensional lumber (FcNP)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FcNP)

C
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Production of crushed aggregates (FmCCL)
Cement production (FmCCL)

Concrete production (FmCCL)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmDWS)
Polyethene production, HDPE (FmDWS)
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Production of HDPE pipes (FmDWS)

Drainage water system (FmDWS)

Polyethene production, HDPE (FcCCPE)

Production of HDPE pipes (FcCCPE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCCPE)

Cement production (FmNPF)

Cable channel PE tube (FcCCPE)

Sand and gravel (FmNPF)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcCCPE)

Concrete production (FmNPF)

Electric power system - Swedish average (FmEL)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmNPF)
Production of ANFO explosive (FcCCL)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (FmEL)

Steel production - EAF (FmNPF)

Cement production (FcCCL)
Steel production - EAF (FcCCL)

Concrete production (FcCCL)

Concrete cable channels with lid (FcCCL)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (FmEL)

Storage of waste (FmNPF)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (FmEL)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (FmEL)

Production of ANFO explosive (FcNPF)

Back pressure biomass power production (FmEL)

Production of crushed aggregates (FcNPF)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (FmEL)

Cement production (FcNPF)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (FcEL)

Removal of beams for noise protection (FmNPF)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (FmEL)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCCL)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (FcEL)

Beam for noise protection (FmNPF)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (FmEL)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcCCL)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (FcEL)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (FcEL)

Sand and gravel (FcNPF)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (FcEL)

Concrete production (FcNPF)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (FcEL)

Foundation for noise protection (FcNPF)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcNPF)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (FcEL)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcNPF)

Production of crushed aggregates (FmQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FcNPF)

Back pressure biomass power production (FcEL)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmQUAY)

Excavation of foundation (FmQUAY)

Dredge filling for quay (behind quay) (FmQUAY)
Blast stone filling for quay foundation (non pilable) (FmQUAY)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (FcEL)

Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FmQUAY)

Beam for noise protection (FcNPF)

Crushed aggregates filling for quay foundation (pileable) (FmQUAY)

Concrete production (FmQUAY)
Extraction of pit-run gravel and sand (FmQUAY)
Production of crushed aggregates (FmQUAY)
Production of chlorine (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcQUAY)

Production of crushed aggregates (FcQUAY)
Dredge filling for quay (behind quay) (FcQUAY)

Excavation of foundation (FcQUAY)

Blast stone filling for quay foundation (non pilable) (FcQUAY)
Crushed aggregates filling for quay foundation (pileable) (FcQUAY)

Production of Butadiene (FmQUAY)
Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)

Concrete production (FcQUAY)

Application of quay fender (FcQUAY)

Production of crushed aggregates (FcQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FmQUAY)

Construction of concrete anchor plate (FcQUAY)

Insert material use for bridge superstructure

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmQUAY)
Construction of concrete anchor plate (FmQUAY)

Application of concrete piles on quay
(F QUAY)

Production of concrete piles (FmQUAY)
Steel production - EAF (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmQUAY)

Cement production (FmQUAY)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmQUAY)
Steel production - EAF (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcQUAY)

Application of concrete piles on quay
(F QUAY)

Production of bollards (FmQUAY)
Bollard application (FmQUAY)

Production of concrete piles (FcQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FmQUAY)

Construction of concrete quay superstructure (FmQUAY)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmQUAY)

Insert material use for bridge superstructure

Operation diesel engine machine (FcQUAY)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcQUAY)

Production of ANFO explosive (FcQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)

Production of polychloroprene rubber (FmQUAY)

Construction of concrete quay superstructure (FcQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcQUAY)
Extraction of pit-run gravel and sand (FcQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcQUAY)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcQUAY)
Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)
Production of quay fender (FcQUAY)

Production of ANFO explosive (FcQUAY)

Cement production (FcQUAY)
Sand and gravel (FcQUAY)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmQUAY)
Operation diesel engine machine (FmQUAY)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmQUAY)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmQUAY)

Cement production (FmQUAY)
Sand and gravel (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmQUAY)

Production of polychloroprene rubber (FcQUAY)

Storage of waste (FmNPF)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (FmEL)

Electric power system - Swedish average (FcEL)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (FcEL)

Removal of foundations for noise protection (FmNPF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmNPF)

Production of crushed aggregates (FcCCL)

Sand and gravel (FcCCL)

Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FcQUAY)

Foundation for noise protection (FmNPF)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (FmEL)

Harbor protection fences (FcHPF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcHPF)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcQUAY)

Storage of waste (FmDWS)

Production of crushed aggregates (FmNPF)

Oil boiler - steam/heat production (FcCCPE)

Operation diesel vehicle/machine (FcHPF)

Production of Butadiene (FcQUAY)

Replacement of Drainage water system (FmDWS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmDWS)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmNPF)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (FcHPF)

Production of chlorine (FcQUAY)
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Oil boiler - steam/heat production (FmDWS)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmDWS)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcHPF)

Concrete production (FcHPF)

Storage of waste (FmCCL)

h
a
r
b
o
u
r

Noise protection, glass (FcNP)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcCCPE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcHPF)

Cement production (FcHPF)
Sand and gravel (FcHPF)

Concrete cable channels with lid (FmCCL)

o
f

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmCCL)

h
a
r
b
o
u
r

Production of ANFO explosive (FcHPF)
Production of crushed aggregates (FcHPF)

Steel production - EAF (FmCCL)

Sand and gravel (FmCCL)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmCCL)

M
a
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n
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n
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n
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Production of glass (FcNP)

Biomass fuel combustion (FcNP)

Steel production - EAF (FcHPF)

Storage of waste (FmCCPE)

Production of ANFO explosive (FmCCL)

o
f

Sand and gravel (FcMH)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcMH)

Fuel oil combustion (FcNP)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmCCPE)

Steel production - EAF (FcCULV)
Fuel oil combustion (FcCULV)

Concrete production (FcCULV)

Production of timber in forste (FcNP)

Cable channel PE tube (FmCCPE)

Water culvert 1000 mm (FcCULV)

Cement production (FcCULV)
Sand and gravel (FcCULV)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcNP)

Production of HDPE pipes (FmCCPE)

Production of quay fender (FmQUAY)
Application of quay fender (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FmQUAY)

Sand and gravel (FmQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FmQUAY)
Production of steel sheet piles (FmQUAY)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmQUAY)

Application of steel sheet piles (FmQUAY)

Excavation (FmQUAY)

Construction of quay wall (FmQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcQUAY)

Cement production (FcQUAY)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)
Production of bollards (FcQUAY)
Bollard application (FcQUAY)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcQUAY)

Sand and gravel (FcQUAY)

Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)
Production of steel sheet piles (FcQUAY)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcQUAY)

Application of steel sheet piles (FcQUAY)

Excavation (FcQUAY)

Construction of quay wall (FcQUAY)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcECS)

Establish construction site (FcECS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcECS)

Total construction site, general energy data (additional)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcGE)
Operation diesel engine machine (FcGE)

General energy use for construction site (FcGE)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (FcGE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (FcGE)

Figure 41 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the port foundation. Use pdf file/zoom and read
figure from screen for improved readability.

5.2 LCA model of port surface pavement
The LCA model of the surface pavement includes basically two type of surface
pavement; asphalt pavement and concrete pavement. The two types of pavement can
be chosen in the model. All the different process steps with the different pavements are
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included for both construction and maintenance. All the details of the model are shown
in Figure 42.

Port pavement model
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Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code
First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = harbour building model
F = harbour foundation model
P = harbour pavement model
RORO = RoRo harbour model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo harbour model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger harbour model
OIL = Oil harbour model
CON = Container harbour model

Construction

Asphalt harbour court construction

Maintenance
Operation

Asphalt harbour court maintenance
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAM)
Operation diesel engine machine (PmAM)
Sweeping operation of asphalt pavement (PmAM)

o
f
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil B (PcARB)

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance

Operation diesel engine machine (PcARB)

The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil A (PcARB)
Limestone filler production (PcARB)

Natural gas production (PcARB)

Production of ANFO explosive (PcARB)

H
a
r
b
o
u
r

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil D (PcARB)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil C (PcARB)

Production of crushed aggregates (PcARB)

Bitumen production (PcARB)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcARB)

Milling of asphalt pavement (PmAM)
Storage of waste (PmAM)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmEXA)

c
o
u
r
t

Processing of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement, RAP (PcARB)

Extraction of sand (PcARB)

Dust filler (PcARB)

Milling operation of asphalt pavement (PmAM)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcARB)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmEXA)
Excavation of asphalt pavement (PmEXA)
Storage of waste (PmEXA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil E (PcARB)

Production of crushed aggregates (PmSEA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmSEA)
Natural gas production (PmSEA)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcARB)
Asphalt laying and rolling, hot method, "road base" (PcARB)

Asphalt pavers (PcARB)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmSEA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PmEL SwA)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmSEA)

Oil boiler - steam/heat production (PmSEA)

Bitumen production (PmSEA)
Water to bitumen emulsion (PmSEA)

Electric power system - Swedish average (PmEL SwA)
Road roller compaction (PcARB)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmSEA)

Bitumen emulsifier production (PmSEA)

Production of bitumen emulsion (PmSEA)

Chipping gritting process (PmSEA)
Application of emulsion (PmSEA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PmEL SwA)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcABC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil A (PcABC)
Limestone filler production (PcABC)
Dust filler (PcABC)

Sealing of asphalt pavement (PmSEA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PmEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil B (PcABC)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PmEL SwA)

Natural gas production (PcABC)

Production of ANFO explosive (PcABC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil D (PcABC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil C (PcABC)

Production of crushed aggregates (PcABC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)
Natural gas production (PmRX)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmRX)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PmEL SwA)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcABC)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PmEL SwA)

Bitumen production (PcABC)
Processing of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement, RAP (PcABC)

Extraction of sand (PcABC)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PmEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PmEL SwA)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcABC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)
Limestone filler production (PmRX)

Production of crushed aggregates (PmRX)

Bitumen production (PmRX)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmRX)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmRX)

Processing of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement, RAP (PmRX)

Extraction of sand (PmRX)

Asphalt pavers (PmRX)
Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmRX)

Back pressure biomass power production (PmEL SwA)

Electric power system - Swedish average (PcEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)

Production of ANFO explosive (PmRX)

Dust filler (PmRX)

Road roller compaction (PmRX)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PmEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PcEL SwA)

Liquefied petroleum gas LPG combustion (PmRX)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil E (PcABC)

Remixing of asphalt pavement (PmRX)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PcEL SwA)
Operation diesel engine machine (PcABC)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PcEL SwA)

Asphalt pavers (PcABC)

Asphalt laying and rolling, hot method, base course (PcABC)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PcEL SwA)
Road roller compaction (PcABC)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PcEL SwA)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmAWC)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PcEL SwA)

Natural gas production (PmAWC)

Production of ANFO explosive (PmAWC)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PcEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PcEL SwA)

Production of crushed aggregates (PmAWC)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PcEL SwA)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PcAWC)

Dust filler (PcAWC)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmAWC)

Processing of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement, RAP (PmAWC)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil B (PcAWC)

Limestone filler production (PcAWC)

Bitumen production (PmAWC)

Extraction of sand (PmAWC)

Dust filler (PmAWC)

Back pressure biomass power production (PcEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)
Limestone filler production (PmAWC)

Natural gas production (PcAWC)

Production of ANFO explosive (PcAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil D (PcAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil C (PcAWC)

Production of crushed aggregates (PcAWC)

Bitumen production (PcAWC)

Reshaping of asphalt pavement (PmAWC)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcAWC)

Operation diesel engine machine (PmAWC)

Processing of Reclaimed Asphalt Pavement, RAP (PcAWC)

Extraction of sand (PcAWC)

Select amount of hot/cold mixed asphalt
Asphalt pavers (PmAWC)

Asphalt laying and rolling, hot or cold method, wearing course (PmAWC)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcAWC)
Road roller compaction (PmAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PcAWC)
Operation diesel engine machine (PcAWC)
Select amount of hot/cold mixed asphalt
Asphalt pavers (PcAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

Asphalt laying and rolling, hot or cold method, wearing course (PcAWC)

Natural gas production (PmAWC)

Dust filler (PmAWC)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PcAWC)
Natural gas production (PcAWC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PcAWC)

Operation diesel engine machine (PcAWC)
Production of ANFO explosive (PcAWC)
Limestone filler production (PcAWC)
Dust filler (PcAWC)

Production of crushed aggregates (PcAWC)
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Limestone filler production (PcPM)

Storage of waste (PmMCT)
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Laying of concrete wearing course in concrete road construction (PmLCWC)
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Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PcGE)
Operation diesel engine machine (PcGE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmLCWC)

General energy use for construction site (PcGE)
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Operation diesel engine machine (PmEA)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (PcGE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PcGE)
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Exposure of aggregate on concrete carriageway (PmEA)
Storage of waste (PmEA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmSS)
Operation diesel engine machine (PmSS)

Polyethene production, HDPE (PmSS)

Sawing and sealing of joints in concrete road construction (PmSS)
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Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PmPM)
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Figure 42 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the port pavement. Use pdf file/zoom and read
figure from screen for improved readability.
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5.3 LCA model of port buildings
The port building model includes a general LCA model for a building with possibilities
to choose heating system and fuels such as fuel oil, biomass and electric energy. One
can also use unheated buildings. The model is calculated per m2 building area. All the
details of the model are shown in Figure 43.
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Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code
First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = harbour building model
F = harbour foundation model
P = harbour pavement model
RORO = RoRo harbour model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo harbour model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger harbour model
OIL = Oil harbour model
CON = Container harbour model

Construction
Maintenance
Operation

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance

Port building model

The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).
Forest product user (BcFF)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (BcFF)
Operation diesel engine machine (BcFF)

Forest felling (BcFF)
Production of building (BcPB)

Soil to storage/landfill (BcCS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (BcCS)
Operation diesel engine machine (BcCS)

Excavation (BcCS)

Clearing of soil (BcCS)

Construction of harbour buildings

Dumper transport (BcCS)
Soil to storage/landfill (BcOSE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (BcOSE)
Excavation (BcOSE)

Operation diesel engine machine (BcOSE)

Open soil excavation (BcOSE)

Dumper transport (BcOSE)

Chose heating system for building in junction
Heat production for buildings (BoHP)

Operation of harbour buildings

Biomass fuel combustion (BoHP)
Fuel oil combustion (BoHP)

Production of timber in forste (BoHP)
Operation diesel engine machine (BoHP)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (BoHP)

Production of building (BmPB)

Maintenance of harbour buildings

Electric power system - Swedish Green (BoEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (BoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (BoEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (BoEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (BoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (BoEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (BoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (BoEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (BoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (BoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (BoEL Green)

Biomass condensing power production (BoEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (BoEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (BoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (BoEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL SwA)
Electric power mixer - Swedish average (BoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (BoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (BoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (BoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (BoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (BoEL SwA)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (BoEL Wind)

Figure 43 The flowsheet from the LCA model of port buildings. Use pdf file/zoom and read figure
from screen for improved readability.
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5.4 LCA model of the Energy/oil terminal
The LCA model of the energy/oil terminal includes all the processes and equipment for
the construction, operation and maintenance of the energy/oil terminal. It also includes
construction and operation dredging of the fairway to the port and the electric energy
for the lighthouses to the port. The electric power production type can also be chosen
in the model. Specific electric power has been used if applicable; otherwise a Swedish
electric power production mix has been used. All the details of the model are shown in
Figure 44.

Oil Port model

Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code
First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = port building model
F = port foundation model
P = port pavement model
RORO = RoRo port model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle port model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo port model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger port model
OIL = Oil port model
CON = Container port model

Construction fairway
Construction port
Maintenance port
Operation fairway
Operation port

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance
fc = fairway construction
fo = fairway operation
The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Electric power system - Swedish green (OILcEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish green (OILoEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL Green)

Electric power mixer - Swedish green (OILmEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILcEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILmEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILoEL Green)

Back pressure biomass power production (OILcEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILmEL Green)

Back pressure biomass power production (OILoEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (OILoEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (OILcEL OECD)

Electric power system - Swedish average (OILmEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (OILoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (OILmEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL SwA)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (OILcEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL SwA)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (OILoEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (OILmEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (OILoEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (OILcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (OILmEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (OILoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (OILmEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL
OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILoEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (OILcEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (OILcEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (OILmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILmEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (OILoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (OILoEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (OILmEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILmEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILoEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILmEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (OILoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILoEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (OILcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (OILoEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (OILcEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (OILmEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILmEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILcEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILmEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILcEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILcEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILoEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILcEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL Green)

Electric power mixer - Swedish green (OILoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILcEL SwA)

Electric power system - Swedish green (OILmEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL Green)

Electric power mixer - Swedish green (OILcEL Green)

Biomass condensing power production (OILmEL OECD)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (OILmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILoEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILmEL SwA)

Production of ANFO explosive (OILcSTOR)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILcSTOR)
Operation diesel working machine (OILcSTOR)
Diesel engine machines (OILcSTOR)

Diesel engine machines (OILcPIPE)

Production of crushed aggregates (OILmSTOR)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILmSTOR)

Cement production (OILcSTOR)

Construction of storage tank foundation (OILcSTOR)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILcSTOR)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILcPIPE)
Steel production - EAF (OILcPIPE)
Construction of pipelines (OILcPIPE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILoWCC)

Steel production - EAF (OILcSTOR)
Construction of storage tanks (OILcSTOR)

Diesel engine machines (OILmSTOR)
Concrete production (OILmSTOR)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILfcFDRE)

Operation diesel working machine (OILoWCC)

Operation diesel working machine (OILmSTOR)
Operation diesel working machine (OILmPIPE)

Forest felling (OILoWCC)
Disposal of dredge spoil (OILfoFDRE)

Disposal of dredge spoil (OILoHDRE)

Wood chip production (OILoWCC)

Disposal of dredge spoil (OILcHDRE)
Excess heat (OILoWCC)

Wood drying (forest production) (OILoWCC)

Dredging in the construction of an oil terminal (OILcHDRE)

Lighthouses

Wood chip combustion (OILoWCC)

Construction of Energy/Oil Port

Dredging in operation of an oil terminal (OILoHDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILmSTOR)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILmPIPE)
Steel production - EAF (OILmPIPE)

Operation diesel working machine (OILfoFDRE)

Operation diesel working machine (OILoHDRE)

Operation diesel working machine (OILcHDRE)

Diesel engine machines (OILmPIPE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILfoFDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILoHDRE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILcHDRE)

Construction of storage tank foundation (OILmSTOR)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILmPIPE)

Operation diesel working machine (OILfcFDRE)
Fairway dredging in the construction of an oil terminal (OILfcFDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILcSTOR)

Steel production - EAF (OILmSTOR)

Sand and gravel (OILmSTOR)

Disposal of dredge spoil (OILfcFDRE)

Operation diesel working machine (OILcSTOR)

Cement production (OILmSTOR)

Operation diesel working machine (OILmSTOR)

Steel production - EAF (OILcSTOR)

Concrete production (OILcSTOR)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILcPIPE)
Operation diesel working machine (OILcPIPE)

Production of ANFO explosive (OILmSTOR)

Production of crushed aggregates (OILcSTOR)

Sand and gravel (OILcSTOR)

Fairway dredging in operation of an oil terminal (OILfoFDRE)

Construction of pipelines (OILmPIPE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILmSTOR)
Steel production - EAF (OILmSTOR)
Construction of storage tanks (OILmSTOR)

Maintenance of Energy/Oil Port

Operation of Energy/Oil Port

Oil Port

Vehicles - Gasoline (OILoGV)

Diesel engine Car/ machines (OILoDEM)
Operation diesel car or light duty vehicles (OILoDEM)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILoDEM)

Fairway operation (OILfoFO)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (OILoGV)
Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (OILoGV)

Diesel engine ship (OILfoFO)
Vehicles - E85 (OILoE85)
Operation small diesel vessels (OILfoFO)

Operation E85 car or light duty vehicles (OILoE85)

Vehicles - Gas (OILoGASV)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (OILfoFO)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (OILoE85)

Operation Gas car or light duty vehicles (OILoGASV)

Production biobased ethanol (OILoE85)
Natural gas (North sea) (OILoGASV)
Biogas production (OILoGASV)
Electric power system - Swedish green (OILfoEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish green (OILfoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILfoEL Green)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILfoEL Green)
Back pressure biomass power production (OILfoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (OILfoEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL SwA)
Electric power mixer - Swedish average (OILfoEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (OILfoEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (OILfoEL OECD)
Electric power mixer - OECD average (OILfoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (OILfoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (OILfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (OILfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILfoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (OILfoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL OECD)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL OECD)
Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (OILfoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (OILfoEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (OILfoEL OECD)
Biomass condensing power production (OILfoEL OECD)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (OILfoEL SwA)

Figure 44 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal. Use pdf file/zoom and
read figure from screen for improved readability.
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5.5 LCA model of container terminal
The LCA model of the container terminal includes all the processes and equipment for
the construction, operation and maintenance of the terminal. It also includes
construction and operation dredging of the fairway to the port and the electric energy
for the lighthouses to the port. The electric power production type can also be chosen
in the model. Specific electric power has been used if applicable; otherwise a Swedish
electric power production mix has been used. All the details of the model are shown in
Figure 45.

Container Port

Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code
First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = port building model
F = port foundation model
P = port pavement model
RORO = RoRo port model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle port model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo port model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger port model
OIL = Oil port model
CON = Container port model

Construction fairway
Construction port
Maintenance port
Operation fairway
Operation port

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance
fc = fairway construction
fo = fairway operation
The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Electric power system - Swedish green (CONoEL Green)
Electric power system - Swedish green (CONmEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish green (CONcEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL Green)

Electric power mixer - Swedish green (CONoEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (CONcEL OECD)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (CONmEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (CONcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONcEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (CONmEL SwA)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (CONoEL OECD)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (CONcEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (CONmEL SwA)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL SwA)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power system - OECD production (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONoEL SwA)

Diesel engine machines (CONcDEM)

Diesel engine machines (CONmDEM)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONmEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (CONoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONcEL SwA)

Operation diesel vehicle/machine (CONmDEM)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONmEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONoEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONmDEM)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONcEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONoEL SwA)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONcDEM)
Operation diesel vehicle/machine (CONcDEM)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONcEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power system - Swedish average (CONoEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (CONoEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONmEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (CONmEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL OECD)

Electric power system - Swedish average (CONcEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONmEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL Green)

Biomass condensing power production (CONcEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONmEL Green)

Back pressure biomass power production (CONoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONcEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (CONcEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONmEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONoEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (CONcEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONcEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONoEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (CONcEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONcEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONmEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONoEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (CONmEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (CONmEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish green (CONmEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (CONcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish green (CONcEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONoEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (CONmEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (CONcEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONcEL SwA)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcSC)
Steel production - EAF (CONcSC)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmSC)

Polyethene production (CONcSC)

Steel production - EAF (CONmSC)

Construction of Straddle Carriers (CONcSC)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcGC)

Disposal of dredge spoil (CONcHDRE)

Steel production - EAF (CONcGC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONcHDRE)

Polyethene production (CONcGC)

Operation diesel working machine (CONcHDRE)
Dredging in the construction of a container harbour (CONcHDRE)
Disposal of dredge spoil (CONfcFDRE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONffcFDRE)
Operation diesel working machine (CONfcFDRE)
Fairway dredging in the construction of a container harbour (CONfcFDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONcSTS)

Construction of RTGC and RMGC container cranes (CONcGC)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcSTS)
Steel production - EAF (CONcSTS)

Operation diesel working machine (CONcSTS)
Diesel engine machines (delivery transport) (CONcSTS)

Polyethene production (CONcSTS)

Construction of STS container cranes (CONcSTS)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcRS)

Polyethene production (CONmSC)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcTL)

Steel production - EAF (CONcRS)
Polyethene production (CONcRS)
Construction of Reach Stackers (CONcRS)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcPT)
Steel production - EAF (CONcPT)
Polyethene production (CONcPT)
Construction of Port Tractors (CONcPT)

Construction of Straddle Carriers (CONmSC)

Steel production - EAF (CONmGC)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmTL)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONfoFDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmPT)

Polyethene production (CONmGC)

Polyethene production (CONcTL)

Steel production - EAF (CONmPT)

Operation diesel working machine (CONfoFDRE)
Construction of RTGC and RMGC container cranes (CONmGC)

Construction of Port Translifter (CONcTL)

Disposal of dredge spoil (CONoHDRE)

Container Harbour Buildings (CONoEL)

Steel production - EAF (CONcCC)

Container cranes (CONoEL)

Steel production - EAF (CONmSTS)

Operation diesel working machine (CONmSTS)
Diesel engine machines (delivery transport) (CONmSTS)

Operation diesel working machine (CONoHDRE)

Harbour Yard (CONoEL)
Lighthouses

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmSTS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONmSTS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONoHDRE)

Container Refrigeration (CONoEL)

Polyethene production (CONcCC)

Polyethene production (CONmPT)

Fairway dredging in operation of a container harbour (CONfoFDRE)

Container Harbour other electric energy (CONoEL)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONcCC)

Construction of Container Cassettes (CONcCC)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmGC)

Disposal of dredge spoil (CONfoFDRE)

Steel production - EAF (CONcTL)

Polyethene production (CONmSTS)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmRS)
Steel production - EAF (CONmRS)
Polyethene production (CONmRS)

Construction of STS container cranes (CONmSTS)

Dredging in operation of a container harbour (CONoHDRE)

Construction of Reach Stackers (CONmRS)

Insert container specifications (per year)
Construction of container port

Operation of Container Port

Maintenace of Container Port

Diesel engine machines (CONoDEM)

Heating boiler - Natural gas (CONoHBNG)

Steel production - EAF (CONmTL)
Polyethene production (CONmTL)
Construction of Port Translifter (CONmTL)

Construction of Port Tractors (CONmPT)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmCC)
Steel production - EAF (CONmCC)
Polyethene production (CONmCC)
Construction of Container Cassettes (CONmCC)

Container Port

Fairway operation (CONfoFO)

Operation diesel working machine (CONoDEM)

Combustion of natural gas (CONoHBNG)

Diesel engine ship (CONfoFO)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONoDEM)

Natural gas (North sea) (CONoHBNG)

Operation small diesel vessels (CONfoFO)

Heating boiler - Fuel oil (CONoHBFO)

Vehicles - Gasoline (CONoGV)

Fuel oil combustion in stationary plant (CONoHBFO)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONoHBFO)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (CONfoFO)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (CONoGV)
Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (CONoGV)

Electric power system - Swedish green (CONfoEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish green (CONfoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONfoEL Green)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONfoEL Green)
Back pressure biomass power production (CONfoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (CONfoEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL SwA)
Electric power mixer - Swedish average (CONfoEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (CONfoEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (CONfoEL OECD)
Electric power mixer - OECD average (CONfoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL SwA)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (CONfoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (CONfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (CONfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONfoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (CONfoEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL OECD)
Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (CONfoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (CONfoEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (CONfoEL OECD)
Biomass condensing power production (CONfoEL OECD)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (CONfoEL SwA)

Figure 45 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the container terminal. Use pdf file/zoom and read
figure from screen for improved readability.
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5.6 LCA model of RoRo car terminal
The LCA model of the RoRo car terminal includes all the processes and equipment for
the construction, operation and maintenance of the RoRo car terminal. It also includes
construction and operation dredging of the fairway to the port and the electric energy
for the lighthouses to the port. The electric power production type can also be chosen
in the model. Specific electric power has been used if applicable; otherwise a Swedish
electric power production mix has been used. All the details of the model are shown in
Figure 46.

Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code

RoRo Car Terminal model

First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = port building model
F = port foundation model
P = port pavement model
RORO = RoRo port model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle port model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo port model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger port model
OIL = Oil port model
CON = Container port model
Electric power system - Swedish Green (ROROVcEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROVcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROVcEL OECD)

Construction fairway
Construction port
Maintenance port
Operation fairway

Electric power system - Swedish Green (ROROVmEL Green)

Operation port

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL Green)

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance
fc = fairway construction
fo = fairway operation
The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROVcEL OECD)

Biomass condensing power production (ROROVcEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL Green)

Operation diesel vehicle/machine (ROROVcDEM)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL OECD)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROVmEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (ROROVoEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVoEL Green)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVcDEM)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROVcEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (ROROVmEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROVoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVoEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVmEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVmEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROVoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROVcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROVmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVmEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROVmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVmEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROVoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVoEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVmEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROVoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVcEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROVoEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (ROROVoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROVcEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROVmEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVmEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL Green)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL
OECD)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROVmEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish Green (ROROVoEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROVcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROVmEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (ROROVmEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL Green)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVmDEM)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROVmEL SwA)

Operation diesel vehicle/machine (ROROVmDEM)
Diesel engine machines (ROROVmDEM)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL SwA)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROVoEL SwA)

Diesel engine machines (ROROVcDEM)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVmEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVmEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROVoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVcEL SwA)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVcEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVcEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVmEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVoEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVoEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVoEL SwA)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVfcFDRE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVfcFDRE)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVmEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVcEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVoEL SwA)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVcRS)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVfcFDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVcPTR)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVcRS)

Construction of Reach Stackers (ROROVcRS)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVoHDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVcHDRE)
Operation diesel working machine (ROROVcHDRE)
Dredging in the construction of a RoRo car harbour (ROROVcHDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVcPT)
Steel production - EAF (ROROVcPT)
Polyethene production (ROROVcPT)
Construction of Port Tractors (ROROVcPT)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVcCC)
Steel production - EAF (ROROVcCC)
Polyethene production (ROROVcCC)
Construction of Container Cassettes (ROROVcCC)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoCDG)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoCGG)

Operation diesel car or light duty vehicles (ROROVoCDG)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (ROROVoCGG)

Diesel engine Car (as goods) (ROROVoCDG)

Car - Gasoline (as goods) (ROROVoCGG)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVmPT)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVfoFDRE)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVmCC)
Polyethene production (ROROVmCC)

Polyethene production (ROROVmPT)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVfoFDRE)
Fairway dredging in operation of a RoRo car harbour (ROROVfoFDRE)

Lighthouses

Construction of Port Tractors (ROROVmPT)

Construction of Container Cassettes (ROROVmCC)

Insert terminal specifications (per year)

Insert terminal specifications (per year)

Insert terminal specifications (per year)

Maintenace of RoRo Car Terminal

Operation of RoRo Car Terminal

Construction of RoRo Car Terminal

Polyethene production (ROROVmFL)
Construction of Forklifts (ROROVmFL)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVmCC)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVmPT)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVfoFDRE)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVmFL)

Polyethene production (ROROVmPTR)
Construction of Port Translifter (ROROVmPTR)

Dredging in operation of a RoRo Car harbour (ROROVoHDRE)
Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVcHDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVmFL)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVmPTR)

Polyethene production (ROROVmRS)
Construction of Reach Stackers (ROROVmRS)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVoHDRE)

Construction of Forklifts (ROROVcFL)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVmPTR)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVmRS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoHDRE)

Polyethene production (ROROVcFL)

Polyethene production (ROROVcPTR)
Construction of Port Translifter (ROROVcPTR)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVmRS)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVoEL SwA)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVcFL)

Steel production - EAF (ROROVcPTR)

Polyethene production (ROROVcRS)

Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoRo car harbour (ROROVfcFDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROVcFL)

Diesel engine machines (ROROVoDEM)

RoRo Car Harbour Logent

Fairway operation (ROROVfoFO)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVoDEM)
Vehicles - Gasoline (ROROVoGV)

Diesel engine ship (ROROVfoFO)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoDEM)
Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (ROROVoGV)
Heating boiler - Fuel oil (ROROVoHBFO)

Operation small diesel vessels (ROROVfoFO)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoGV)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVfoFO)

Fuel oil combustion in stationary plant (ROROVoHBFO)
Vehicles - Gas (ROROVoGASV)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoHBFO)
Operation Gas car or light duty vehicles (ROROVoGASV)
Natural gas (North sea) (ROROVoGASV)
Electric power system - Swedish green (ROROVfoEL Green)

Biogas production (ROROVoGASV)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish green (ROROVfoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVfoEL Green)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVfoEL Green)
Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVfoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROVfoEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROVfoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVfoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (ROROVfoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Biomass condensing power production (ROROVfoEL OECD)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROVfoEL SwA)

Figure 46 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal. Use pdf file/zoom and read
figure from screen for improved readability.
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5.7 LCA model of RoRo terminal
The LCA model of the RoRo terminal includes all the processes and equipment for the
construction, operation and maintenance of the RoRo terminal. It also includes
construction and operation dredging of the fairway to the port and the electric energy
for the lighthouses to the port. The electric power production type can also be chosen
in the model. Specific electric power has been used if applicable; otherwise a Swedish
electric power production mix has been used. All the details of the model are shown in
Figure 47.

RoRo Port model
Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code

Electric power system - Swedish Green (ROROcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROcEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (ROROcEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROcEL Green)

First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = port building model
F = port foundation model
P = port pavement model
RORO = RoRo port model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle port model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo port model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger port model
OIL = Oil port model
CON = Container port model

Construction fairway
Construction port
Maintenance port
Operation fairway
Operation port
Electric power system - Swedish Green (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROmEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL Green)

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance
fc = fairway construction
fo = fairway operation

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROmEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (ROROmEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL Green)

The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROmEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL OECD)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROmEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROcEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROcEL Green)

Biomass condensing power production (ROROcEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROcEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROcEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish Green (ROROoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROcEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL Green)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROcDEM)
Operation diesel vehicle/machine (ROROcDEM)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROmEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL
OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROoEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROmEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROoEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (ROROoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL SwA)

Diesel engine machines (ROROcDEM)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROoEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL Green)

Diesel engine machines (ROROmDEM)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROmEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROmEL SwA)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROmEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROmEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROoEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL SwA)

Operation diesel vehicle/machine (ROROmDEM)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROmEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROcEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROcEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROmDEM)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROoEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROcEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROmEL Green)
Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROoEL Green)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROcEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL SwA)

Biomass condensing power production (ROROmEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROoEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (ROROoEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROcEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROmEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROmEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROcEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROcEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROmEL SwA)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROoEL SwA)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROcRS)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROcPTR)

Steel production - EAF (ROROcRS)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROcHDRE)

Steel production - EAF (ROROcPTR)

Polyethene production (ROROcRS)
Construction of Reach Stackers (ROROcRS)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROcPT)
Steel production - EAF (ROROcPT)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEL SwA)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROfoFDRE)

Steel production - EAF (ROROmPTR)

Polyethene production (ROROmRS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROfoFDRE)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROoEl Wind)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROmPTR)

Steel production - EAF (ROROmRS)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROfoFDRE)

Back pressure biomass power production (ROROoEL SwA)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROcHDRE)

Construction of Reach Stackers (ROROmRS)

Polyethene production (ROROmPTR)
Construction of Port Translifter (ROROmPTR)

Dredging in the construction of a RoRo harbour (ROROcHDRE)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROcCC)
Steel production - EAF (ROROcCC)

Polyethene production (ROROcPT)
Construction of Port Tractors (ROROcPT)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROmRS)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROoEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROcHDRE)

Polyethene production (ROROcPTR)
Construction of Port Translifter (ROROcPTR)

Polyethene production (ROROcCC)
Construction of Container Cassettes (ROROcCC)

Fairway dredging in operation of a RoRo harbour (ROROfoFDRE)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROfcFDRE)

Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROoHDRE)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROfcFDRE)
Operation diesel working machine (ROROfcFDRE)
Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoRo harbour (ROROfcFDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROoCDG)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (ROROoCGG)

Operation diesel car or light duty vehicles (ROROoCDG)

Steel production - EAF (ROROmPT)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROoHDRE)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (ROROoCGG)

Car - Diesel (as goods) (ROROoCDG)

Polyethene production (ROROmPT)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROoHDRE)
Lighthouses

Car - Gasoline (as goods) (ROROoCGG)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROmPT)

Construction of Port Tractors (ROROmPT)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROmCC)
Steel production - EAF (ROROmCC)
Polyethene production (ROROmCC)
Construction of Container Cassettes (ROROmCC)

Dredging in operation of a RoRo harbour (ROROoHDRE)
Insert terminal specifications (per year)

Construction of RoRo Port

Maintenance of RoRo Port

Operation of RoRo Port

Diesel engine machines (ROROoDEM)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROoDEM)

RoRo Harbour

Fairway operation (ROROfoFO)

Vehicles - Gasoline (ROROoGV)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROoDEM)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (ROROoGV)

Diesel engine ship (ROROfoFO)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (ROROoGV)

Operation small diesel vessels (ROROfoFO)
Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (ROROfoFO)

Electric power system - Swedish green (ROROfoEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish green (ROROfoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROfoEL Green)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROfoEL Green)
Back pressure biomass power production (ROROfoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (ROROfoEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL SwA)
Electric power mixer - Swedish average (ROROfoEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (ROROfoEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (ROROfoEL OECD)
Electric power mixer - OECD average (ROROfoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (ROROfoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (ROROfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (ROROfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROfoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (ROROfoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL OECD)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL OECD)
Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (ROROfoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (ROROfoEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (ROROfoEL OECD)
Biomass condensing power production (ROROfoEL OECD)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (ROROfoEL SwA)

Figure 47 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal. Use pdf file/zoom and read
figure from screen for improved readability.

5.8 LCA model of RoPax terminal
The LCA model of the RoPax terminal includes all the processes and equipment for the
construction, operation and maintenance of the terminal. It also includes construction
and operation dredging of the fairway to the port and the electric energy for the
lighthouses to the port. The electric power production type can also be chosen in the
model. Specific electric power has been used if applicable; otherwise a Swedish electric
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power production mix has been used. As discussed earlier, the RoPax terminal is
divided into two parts; passenger and cargo. This shows the allocation made for the
RoPax terminal where the cargo and passenger data are calculated separately. All the
details of the model are shown in Figure 48.

Text codes in module names: The text codes are build up of
first code + second code + module code

RoPax Port model

First code (capital letters) describing the model:
B = port building model
F = port foundation model
P = port pavement model
RORO = RoRo port model
ROROV = RoRo Vehicle port model
PAXC = RoPax Cargo port model
PAXP = RoPax Passenger port model
OIL = Oil port model
CON = Container port model

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (PAXCcEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (PAXCcEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (PAXCcEL OECD)

Electric power system - Swedish Green (PAXCmEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (PAXCmEL Green)

The following module code describing the specific module (activities) for one or a
group of modules (capital letters).

Electric power mixer - OECD average (PAXCcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL Green)

Construction fairway
Construction port
Maintenance port
Operation fairway
Operation port

Second code (small letters) describing part of the model
c = construction
o = operation
m = maintenance
fc = fairway construction
fo = fairway operation

Electric power system - Swedish Green (PAXCcEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (PAXCmEL OECD)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL Green)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCcEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCcEL Green)

Electric power system - OECD production (PAXCoEL OECD)

Electric power mixer - Swedish Green (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCcEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCcEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCcEL Green)

Biomass condensing power production (PAXCcEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCcEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCmEL OECD)
Biomass condensing power production (PAXCmEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCmEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (PAXCoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (PAXCoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCoEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCoEL Green)

Biomass condensing power production (PAXCoEL OECD)

Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (PAXCmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCmEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (PAXCmEL OECD)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCmEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCoEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL Green)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL OECD)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCmEL Green)

Electric power mixer - OECD average (PAXCoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (PAXCcEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCmEL Green)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (PAXCoEL OECD)

Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (PAXCcEL OECD)

Electric power system - OECD production (PAXCmEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (PAXCmEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish Green (PAXCoEL Green)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power system - Swedish average (PAXCoEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PAXCoEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCcEL SwA)
Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCmEL SwA)

Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCoEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCoEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCcEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCmEL SwA)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCoEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCmEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCcEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCoEL SwA)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCmEL SwA)

Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCoEL SwA)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCoEL SwA)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCcDEM)
Operation diesel vehicle/machine (PAXCcDEM)
Diesel engine machines (PAXCcDEM)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (PAXCcFL)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (PAXCcRS)
Steel production - EAF (PAXCcRS)

Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCfcFDRE)

Steel production - EAF (PAXCcFL)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCfcFDRE)
Construction of Forklifts (PAXCcFL)

Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCfoFDRE)

Polyethene production (PAXCcRS)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCfcFDRE)

Polyethene production (PAXCcFL)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (PAXCcPT)

Construction of Port Tractors (PAXCcPT)

Steel production - EAF (PAXCmFL)

Lighthouses

Construction of Forklifts (PAXCmFL)

Insert terminal specifications (per year)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCoDEM)

Operation small diesel vessels (PAXCfoFO)

Natural gas (North sea) (PAXCoGASV)

Diesel Ecopar engine machines (PAXCoEDEM)

RoPax port - cargo part

Diesel engine ship (PAXCfoFO)

Operation Gas car or light duty vehicles (PAXCoGASV)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoDEM)

Heating boiler - Fuel oil (PAXCoHBFO)

Construction of Reach Stackers (PAXCmRS)

Insert terminal specifications (per year)

Fairway operation (PAXCfoFO)

Vehicles - Gas (PAXCoGASV)

District heating (PAXCoDH)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCfoFO)

Biogas production (PAXCoGASV)
Vehicles - Gasoline (PAXCoGV)

Operation Ecopar diesel engine (PAXCoEDEM)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoHBFO)

Polyethene production (PAXCmRS)

Maintenace of RoPax port - cargo part

Operation of RoPax port - cargo part

Diesel engine machines (PAXCoDEM)

Fuel oil combustion in stationary plant (PAXCoHBFO)

Steel production - EAF (PAXCmRS)

Polyethene production (PAXCmFL)

Insert terminal specifications (per year)
Construction of RoPax port - cargo part

District cooling (PAXCoDC)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (PAXCmRS)

Harbour dredging in operation of a RoPax harbour (PAXCoHDRE)

Cars - Gasoline (as goods) (PAXCoCGG)

Diesel engine vehicle (as goods) (PAXCoCDG)

Dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour (PAXCcHDRE)

Diesel engine machines (PAXCmDEM)
Construction of Port Tractors (PAXCmPT)
Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (PAXCmFL)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCoHDRE)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (PAXCoCGG)

Operation diesel car or light duty vehicles (PAXCoCDG)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCcHDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCmDEM)
Operation diesel vehicle/machine (PAXCmDEM)

Polyethene production (PAXCmPT)

Fairway dredging in operation of a RoPax harbour (PAXCfoFDRE)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoHDRE)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoCGG)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoCDG)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCcHDRE)

Polyethene production (PAXCcPT)

Steel production - EAF (PAXCmPT)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCfoFDRE)
Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCoHDRE)

Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCcHDRE)

Steel production - EAF (PAXCcPT)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (PAXCmPT)

Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCfoFDRE)

Construction of Reach Stackers (PAXCcRS)

Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour (PAXCfcFDRE)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (PAXCoGV)

Prod and dist of Ecopar diesel (PAXCoEDEM)

Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoGV)

Electric power system - Swedish green (PAXCfoEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCfoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish green (PAXCfoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCfoEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCfoEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXCfoEL Green)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXCfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXCfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXCfoEL Green)
Back pressure biomass power production (PAXCfoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCfoEL Green)
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Electric power system - OECD production (PAXCfoEL OECD)

Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXCfoEL SwA)

Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (PAXCfoEL OECD)
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Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (PAXCfoEL OECD)
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Electric power mixer - OECD average (PAXPoEL OECD)
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Fairway dredging in operation of a RoPax harbour (PAXPfoFDRE)

Electric power system - OECD production (PAXPoEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (PAXPoEL OECD)
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Operation small diesel vessels (PAXPfoFO)
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Prod and dist of diesel/fuel oil (PAXPfoFO)
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Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PAXPoEL SwA)

Diesel engine ship (PAXPfoFO)
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Prod and dist of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (PAXPoGV)

Biogas production (PAXPoGASV)

Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXPoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXPoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (PAXPoEL SwA)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPoEL SwA)

Electric power system - Swedish green (PAXPfoEL Green)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL Green)
Electric power mixer - Swedish green (PAXPfoEL Green)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL Green)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL Green)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXPfoEL Green)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXPfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXPfoEL Green)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXPfoEL Green)
Back pressure biomass power production (PAXPfoEL Green)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL Green)

Electric power system - Swedish average (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Electric power distribution, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Electric power mixer - Swedish average (PAXPfoEL SwA)

Electric power system - OECD production (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Electric power distribution (Vattenfall 2010) (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Electric power mixer - OECD average (PAXPfoEL OECD)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Electric power, natural gas, back pressure power production (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, back pressure power production (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXPfoEL SwA)
Back pressure biomass power production (PAXPfoEL SwA)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Nuclear power production at Ringhals, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Electric power, black coal, condensing power production (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Electric power, natural gas, condening power production (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Electric power, fuel oil, condensing power production (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Biomass condensing power production (PAXPfoEL OECD)
Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL OECD)

Wind power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPfoEL SwA)

Figure 48 The flowsheet from the LCA model of the RoPax terminal. Use pdf file/zoom and read
figure from screen for improved readability.
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6 Results from the LCA models
In this chapter, the results from the LCA models of the different terminals are
presented. The results thus cover an energy/oil terminal, a container terminal, a RoRo
terminal, a RoRo car terminal and a RoPax terminal for combined passenger and RoRo
cargo. The results are based on the Port of Gothenburg. The results are presented per
1000 kg (1 metric tonne) of handled cargo, i.e. the sum of ingoing and outgoing cargo
for the terminal. For the RoPax terminal, the results are allocated between cargo and
passengers. For the passengers, the results are presented per passenger (1 passenger).
The allocation method used for the RoPax terminal is presented in chapter 4.6. The
models have also been divided in two different ways:
1. Construction, Maintenance and Operation for the entire terminal in a
system perspective.
2. Parts of the terminals: Port foundation, Port pavement, Port building, Port
equipment and operation and Port fairway.
Both these divisions are shown in separate graphs in the following chapters.
The impact categories that are included in the results are:
•

Primary energy resource use (MJ/1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Material resource use (kg/1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Global warming potential, GWP 100 (kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Acidification potential (kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Eutrophication potential (kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1 passenger).

•

Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential, POCP (kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo or
1 passenger).

•

Ozone layer Depletion Potential, ODP (kg CFC 11 eq./1000 kg cargo or 1
passenger) – partly.

The results for the terminals all refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
Rounding of numerical values has been used sparingly as data uncertainties are often
lacking. Numerical values in this report represent thus calculated numeric values and
do not show the accuracy of the values.
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6.1 LCA results for the energy/oil terminal
The results from the different impact categories for the oil port are shown in chapter
6.1.1 and 6.1.2. The primary energy use for the entire system is calculated to 6.09
MJ/1000 kg oil products handled in the port. The construction and maintenance part is
relatively equal in size during the 60 years calculation period that has been used in the
study, Figure 49. The operation of the port is only somewhat lower. The largest use of
energy emanate from port equipment and operation (48 %), followed by pavement
(27 %) and foundation (16 %), Figure 56. The port fairway contribution depends, of
course, much of the local conditions. The main primary energy source for construction
and maintenance is crude oil due to its use in various construction equipment. A list of
the source module contribution for crude oil can be found in Table 17. The operation of
the port use electric energy for oil pumping and biomass fuels for heating. The
Swedish electric power production mix 5 consists mainly of hydropower and nuclear
power as reflected in the figures. Coal is mainly used in steel production for pipelines
and storage tanks. Natural gas is mainly used for the asphalt pavement and steel
production. In addition to the above mentioned primary energy sources, bitumen is
used for the asphalt pavement to an amount of 4.6 MJ/1000 kg oil products. This
energy is not released but still remains in the asphalt and it has therefore not been
included as an energy use. However, it can be very difficult and unlikely that this
energy form will be available in the future so it can very well also be considered as an
energy use.
Construction of a port involves large movements of materials. To a large extent one try
to cover the materials needs internally at the construction site but often much material
from external sources are needed. These materials are mainly used as landfilling
materials. These materials are thus not consumed but relocated to the port. The real
material use is thus materials that are transformed into another form such as crushed
materials or materials used in concrete or asphalt. There are, of course, also other
material uses such as limestone for concrete and bitumen for asphalt. The material use
is shown in Figure 50 and Figure 57. As shown in the figures, the main material use is
solid rock for different crushed material applications. The main use is for the port
foundation and the construction part is much larger than the maintenance part due to
long expected lifetime of the different components contributing to the material use of
solid rock.
The Global Warming Potential (GWP) for the energy/oil terminal is shown in Figure 51
and Figure 58. As shown in the figures, the GWP show a similar pattern as the primary
energy use. However, the port parts that use Swedish produced electric energy show a
Hydroelectric: 46 %, Nuclear: 43 %, < 2.5 % from fossil sources, other wind and biomass mainly combined
heat and power production (CHP).

5
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much lower contribution due to the use of low-CO2 sources such as hydro power and
nuclear power. The port operation parts that use much electric energy is thus
significantly reduced as well as Port equipment and operation. The CO2 emissions are
the main sources to GWP. Significant sources for CO2 are e.g. cement production, steel
production and various construction equipment. A list of the source module
contribution for CO2 fossil emissions can be found in Table 18.
The main contributing substances for acidification potential are NOX and SO2. These
substances are mainly formed in different combustion processes both in engines and in
various processes. Due to low sulfur content in engine fuels, the SO2 emissions from
transports and construction equipment are relatively small. The SO2 emissions emanate
therefore mainly from production of bitumen, steel and cement. For NOX emissions,
the engine emissions (transports and construction equipment) contribute to more than
50 % in relation to process emissions. The part from operation of the port is also small
for acidification compared to construction and maintenance, Figure 52. Of the port
parts, the Port pavement, Port equipment and operation, and Port foundation gives the
largest contributions.
For the eutrophication potential, the NOX emissions play a very large role and the
underlying aspects are basically the same as that of NOX emissions in Acidification
potential. Some minor contribution also exists for COD (aq.) emissions and Total
phosphorous (P) emissions. The Eutrophication potential is shown in Figure 53 and
Figure 60.
The Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) for the energy/oil terminal is
shown in Figure 54 and Figure 61. Ground level ozone is formed in a reaction between
hydrocarbons and NOX in presence of sunlight. The emissions of hydrocarbons are
thus an important factor for the calculation of the potential. For an oil terminal with
hydrocarbon emissions from loading and handling of oil products, the operation of the
terminal will be a significant source for POCP which is also shown in the figures.
The Ozone layer Depletion Potential, ODP (stratospheric ozone) is mainly caused by
emission
of
various
chlorofluorocarbones
such
as
CFC
11.
Also
hydrochlorofluorocarbones and corresponding brominated compounds can also
contribute to ODP. The use of CFC in the world have decreased due to due to
regulatory measures. The ODP results are shown in Figure 55 and Figure 62. As shown
in the figures, the main contributing substances are CFC 114, CFC 12 and HCFC 22.
The emissions are small and a closer look at the sources show that the emissions
mainly emanate from nuclear power production and other electric power related
processes (HCFC 22). The data refers to year 2010 and the situation can have changed
since then. Due to the small emission levels and the sources, the ODP results have been
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excluded for the other ports. However, ODP can be related to the use of electric energy
so some conclusions can be drawn for the other ports.

6.1.1

LCA results: Energy/oil terminal - construction, maintenance and
operation

MJ/1000 kg oil products

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg oil products] - Oil port

7
the rest
6.09 [MJ]

Solar power

6

Peat
Biogas fuels
Wind power
Hydro power

5

Biomass fuel
Coal
Natural gas

4

Nuclear
Crude oil

3
2.265 [MJ]

2.069 [MJ]

2

1.756 [MJ]

1

0

Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Operation

Figure 49 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer
to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 17
Source module contribution for Crude oil to the entire system of the energy/oil terminal.
The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be identified in the
flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE INPUT
of Crude oil to the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

0.1845 (5.8 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (OILfoFO)

0.175 (5.5 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of an oil terminal
(OILfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (OILfcFDRE)

0.1744 (5.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmARB)

0.1712 (5.4 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (OILfcFDRE)

0.1666 (5.2 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (OILcHDRE)

0.1605 (5.0 %)

TP: Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >>
Construction of harbour foundation

0.1246 (3.9 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FcBC)

0.123 (3.9 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil A (PcARB)

0.1141 (3.6 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmABC)

0.107 (3.4 %)

TP: Unbound Subbase course (FmBC) >> Storage of waste (FmBC)

0.09179 (2.9 %)

Cement production (OILmSTOR)

0.08484 (2.7 %)

Cement production (OILcSTOR)

0.08482 (2.7 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)

0.08083 (2.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FcFHF)

0.07862 (2.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil A (PcABC)

0.07134 (2.2 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of an oil terminal (OILcHDRE)
>> Disposal of dredge spoil (OILcHDRE)

0.07086 (2.2 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (OILoHDRE)

0.05779 (1.8 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

0.05565 (1.7 %)

TP: Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FmBC) >> Unbound Subbase
course (FmBC)
TP: Soil filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >> Construction of
harbour foundation
Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmARB)

0.04589 (1.4 %)
0.03953 (1.2 %)
0.0334 (1.0 %)

TP: Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmARB) >> Asphalt laying
and rolling, hot method, "road base" (PmARB)
TP: Mobile/diesel stone crusher (FcBC) >> Unbound Subbase
course (FcBC)
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kg/1000 kg oil products
25

Material resources, non renewable [kg/1000 kg oil products] - Oil port

24.71 [kg]

the rest
NaCl (res)
Anhydrite CaSO4

20

Iron sulphate

18.19 [kg]

Bauxite AlO(OH)
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Fe (res)
Limestone CaCO3

15

Bitumen
Sand and gravel
Solid rock

10

6.517 [kg]
5

0

0.0002334 [kg]
Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Operation

Figure 50 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
kg CO2 eq./1000 kg oil products
0.4
0.3596 [kg CO2 eq.]

CCl4 (air)
CFC/HCFC (air)
SF6 (air)
CO2 uptake (air)
CO2 uptake concrete
CH4 (air)
N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)

0.3

0.2

0.1772 [kg CO2 eq.]
0.1572 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.1

0.02514 [kg CO2 eq.]
0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 51 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into construction,
maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 18
Source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions from the entire system of the
energy/oil terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can
be identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE OUTPUT
of CO2 fossil (air) from the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Cement production (OILmSTOR)

0.01984 (5.6 %)

Cement production (OILcSTOR)

0.01984 (5.6 %)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILmSTOR)

0.01342 (3.8 %)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILcSTOR)

0.01342 (3.8 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of an oil terminal
(OILfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (OILfcFDRE)

0.01317 (3.7 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmARB)

0.0126 (3.6 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmBC)

0.01253 (3.5 %)

Operation small diesel vessels (OILfoFO)

0.01188 (3.4 %)

Operation diesel working machine (OILfcFDRE)

0.01131 (3.2 %)

Operation diesel working machine (OILcHDRE)

0.01091 (3.1 %)

TP: Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >>
Construction of harbour foundation

0.008966 (2.5 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcARB)

0.0084 (2.4 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcBC)

0.008354 (2.4 %)

Bitumen production (PmARB)

0.008109 (2.3 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmABC)

0.007875 (2.2 %)

Steel production - EAF (OILmSTOR)

0.007377 (2.1 %)

Steel production - EAF (OILcSTOR)

0.007375 (2.1 %)

Steel production - EAF (OILmSTOR)

0.007361 (2.1 %)

Steel production - EAF (OILcSTOR)

0.00736 (2.1 %)

TP: Unbound Subbase course (FmBC) >> Storage of waste
(FmBC)

0.006602 (1.9 %)

Bitumen production (PmABC)

0.006081 (1.7 %)

Bitumen production (PcARB)

0.005406 (1.5 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of an oil terminal
(OILcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (OILcHDRE)

0.005351 (1.5 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcFHF)

0.005341 (1.5 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcABC)

0.00525 (1.5 %)

Liquefied petroleum gas LPG combustion (PmRX)

0.004723 (1.3 %)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILcP

0.004146 (1.2 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmAWC)

0.004095 (1.2 %)

Bitumen production (PcABC)

0.004054 (1.1 %)

Operation diesel working machine (OILoHDRE)

0.003926 (1.1 %)

Bitumen production (PmAWC)

0.003807 (1.1 %)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (OILmPIPE)

0.003644 (1.0 %)
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Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
kg SO2 eq./1000 kg oil products
0.002
H2S (aq)
H2SO4 (air)
H2S (air)
HF (air)
HCl (air)
NH3 (air)
Acids as H ion (aq)
SO2 (air)
NOX (air)

0.001587 [kg SO2 eq.]
0.0015

0.001
0.0007636 [kg SO2 eq.]

0.000745 [kg SO2 eq.]

0.0005

7.797E-005 [kg SO2 eq.]
0

Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Figure 52 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg oil products

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port

0.0004
P as P2O5 (aq)
Phosphate (aq)
Nitrate (aq)

0.0003227 [kg PO4 eq.]

NH3 (air)
NH3/NH4 (aq)

0.0003

N2O (air)
N, total (aq)
P, total (aq)
COD (aq)
NOX (air)

0.0002
0.0001614 [kg PO4 eq.]
0.0001402 [kg PO4 eq.]

0.0001

2.106E-005 [kg PO4 eq.]
0

Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Figure 53 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potentials POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
kg ethene eq./1000 kg oil products
0.05
the rest
Ethene (air)
0.04081 [kg ethene eq.]
0.04

Benzene (air)
0.04061 [kg ethene eq.]

HC aromatic (air)
VOC (air)
SO2 (air)
VOC (air) from VRU
CO (air)
NMVOC (air)

0.03

HC (air)
VOC (air) alkane alkene aromatic

0.02

0.01

0

Entire system

9.693E-005 [kg ethene eq.]

9.973E-005 [kg ethene eq.]

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 54 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation.
The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg/1000 kg oil products

Ozone layer depletion potential ODP [kg CFC 11 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
Halon 1211 (air)

5E-009

Halon 1301 (air)
CFC 11 (air)
CFC/HCFC (air)

4E-009

HCFC 22 (air)

4.029E-009 [kg CFC 11 eq.]

CFC 12 (air)
CFC 114 (air)
3.242E-009 [kg CFC 11 eq.]

3E-009

2E-009

1E-009
3.732E-010 [kg CFC 11 eq.]
0

Entire system

Construction

4.143E-010 [kg CFC 11 eq.]

Maintenance

Figure 55 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Ozone layer
Depletion Potential (ODP) and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.1.2

MJ/1000 kg oil products

LCA results: Energy/oil terminal parts

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg oil products] - Oil port

7
the rest

6.09 [MJ]

Solar power
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Peat
Biogas fuels
Wind power
Hydro power

5

Biomass fuel
Coal
Natural gas

4

Nuclear
Crude oil
2.91 [MJ]

3

2

1.638 [MJ]
0.9462 [MJ]

1

0.5466 [MJ]
0.04986 [MJ]

0

Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 56 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into the different parts of a port. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Material resources, non renewable [kg/1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
kg/1000 kg oil products
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24.71 [kg]
22.45 [kg]
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NaCl (res)
Anhydrite CaSO4
Iron sulphate

20

Bauxite AlO(OH)
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Fe (res)
Limestone CaCO3
Bitumen

15

Sand and gravel
Solid rock

10

5
1.898 [kg]
0.001456 [kg]
0

Entire system

Port buildings

0.362 [kg]
Port equipment and
operation

Port foundation

Figure 57 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg CO2 eq./1000 kg oil products

Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
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CO2 fossil (air)
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0.1044 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.1
0.06861 [kg CO2 eq.]
0.04024 [kg CO2 eq.]

0

0.000388 [kg CO2 eq.]
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 58 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into the different parts
of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg oil products

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
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0.001

0.000684

0.0005

0.0004383
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0.0001012
0

1.875E-006
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
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Figure 59 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg oil products

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
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0.0001282
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0.0001

7.792E-005

2.391E-005
0

3.812E-007
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Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 60 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potentials POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
kg ethene eq./1000 kg oil products
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the rest
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Ethene (air)

0.04066
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0.03
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VOC (air) alkane alkene aromatic

0.02

0.01

1.522E-007
0

Entire system

Port buildings

1.599E-005
Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

9.243E-005

3.75E-005
Port foundation

Port pavement

Figure 61 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg CFC 11 eq./1000 kg oil products

Ozone layer depletion potential ODP [kg CFC 11 eq./1000 kg oil products] - Oil port
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1E-009
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Port buildings

1.398E-010
Port equipment and
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Port foundation
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Figure 62 Results from the LCA model of the energy/oil terminal showing the Ozone layer
Depletion Potential (ODP) and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to
a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.1.3

LCA results: Energy/oil terminal characterization overview

The division of a port in its various parts is an important part of understanding and
analysis of a port. This chapter presents an overview of the percentage contribution of
each part for each impact category. Figure 63 shows the division in construction,
maintenance, and operation and Figure 64 shows the division in the port's various
parts. The figures also include both non-renewable and renewable energy and material
resources as well as the total energy resources.

Oil port characterisation overview
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100 [%]
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100 [%]
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Energy resources
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Energy resource
renewable

Material res. non
renewable

Material res.
renewable

Global warming
GWP100

Ozone layer
depletion ODP

Eutrophication EP

Acidification AP

Photochemical
oxidants POCP

Figure 63 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the energy/oil terminal.
The figure shows the percentage contribution from construction, maintenance and operation for all
the impact categories. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Oil port characterisation overview
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Figure 64 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the energy/oil terminal.
The figure shows the percentage contribution from the different parts of the terminal. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.2 LCA results for the container terminal
The LCA results for the container terminal are presented in chapter 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. In
principle, the environmental aspects are similar to the situation for the energy/oil
terminal but with a few exceptions. The levels are in general higher for the container
terminal compared to the energy/oil terminal. The construction and maintenance
aspects are approximately 2 times higher for the container terminal. For primary
energy resource use, a significant part of the increased level refers to crude oil (diesel)
and use of electric energy. Of the crude oil use, 69.3 % is used for the machines and
equipment in the operation of the terminal. A list of the source module contribution for
crude oil use can be found in Table 19. In addition to the primary energy resources,
bitumen is used for the asphalt pavement to an amount of 7.9 MJ/1000 kg cargo.
The most significant is however the use of primary energy for the operation of the
terminal. This figure is much higher for the container terminal compared to the
energy/oil terminal. This can of course be explained by the fact that it is easier to pump
oil than to handle container cargo. This is reflected both in the use of electric energy
and diesel oil for the operation of the container terminal. It is thus not possible to
compare the various port types in an efficiency context. The comparison made here is
only done for the understanding of the port dynamics and behavior. The exception
from the above mentioned port dynamics is the LCA results for the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP), Figure 70 and Figure 76. POCP is much higher for
the energy/oil terminal compared to the container terminal. This can of course be
explained by the higher emission of hydrocarbons from the energy/oil terminal. A list
of the source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions can also be found in Table
20.
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6.2.1

LCA results: Container terminal - construction, maintenance and
operation

MJ/1000 kg cargo
50

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - Container port

47.3 [MJ]
Waste fuels in
Solar power
Peat
Wind power

40

Biomass fuel

37.23 [MJ]

Coal
Natural gas
Hydro power
30

Nuclear
Crude oil

20

10

0

Entire system

4.981 [MJ]

5.083 [MJ]

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 65 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer
to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 19
Source module contribution for Crude oil to the entire system of the container terminal.
The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be identified in the
flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE INPUT
of Crude oil to the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONoDEM)

19.14 (69.3 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONmSTS)

1.323 (4.8 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONcSTS)

0.6615 (2.4 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a container
harbour (CONfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil
(CONfcFDRE)

0.5641 (2.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONffcFDRE)

0.5388 (1.9 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONcHDRE)

0.5191 (1.9 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

0.3178 (1.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmARB)

0.2948 (1.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONoHBFO)

0.2399 (0.9 %)
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kg/1000 kg cargo

Material resource use. non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - Container port

50
the rest
Iron sulphate
Bauxite AlO(OH)
NaCl (res)
Zn (res)
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Limestone CaCO3
Fe (res)
Bitumen
Sand and gravel
Solid rock

43.88 [kg]
40

32.29 [kg]
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20

11.58 [kg]
10

0

0.003478 [kg]
Entire system
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Construction

Operation

Figure 66 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
CO2 uptake concrete
CCl4 (air)
CFC/HCFC (air)
SF6 (air)
CH4 (air)
N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)

2.5
2.301 [kg CO2 eq.]

2

1.573 [kg CO2 eq.]
1.5

1

0.5

0

Entire system

0.3631 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.3652 [kg CO2 eq.]

Construction

Maintenance

Figure 67 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into construction,
maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 20
Source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions from the entire system of the
container terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can
be identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE OUTPUT
of CO2 fossil (air) from the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Operation diesel working machine (CONoDEM)

1.3 (57.3 %)

Operation diesel working machine (CONmSTS)

0.08988 (4.0 %)

Combustion of natural gas (CONoHBNG)

0.08066 (3.6 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (CONoDEM)

0.06321 (2.8 %)

Operation diesel working machine (CONcSTS)

0.04494 (2.0 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a container
harbour (CONfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil
(CONfcFDRE)

0.0426 (1.9 %)

Operation diesel working machine (CONfcFDRE)

0.0366 (1.6 %)

Operation diesel working machine (CONcHDRE)

0.03526 (1.6 %)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (CONmSTS)

0.03158 (1.4 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmARB)

0.0217 (1.0 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmBC)

0.02159 (1.0 %)
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
H2S (aq)
H2SO4 (air)
H2S (air)
HF (air)
HCl (air)
NH3 (air)
Acids as H ion (aq)
SO2 (air)
NOX (air)

0.008
0.007423 [kg SO2 eq.]

0.006

0.004361 [kg SO2 eq.]
0.004

0.002
0.001466 [kg SO2 eq.]

0

Entire system

Construction

0.001596 [kg SO2 eq.]

Maintenance

Figure 68 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
Nitrate (aq)
P as P2O5 (aq)
Phosphate (aq)
NH3/NH4 (aq)
NH3 (air)
N, total (aq)
N2O (air)
P, total (aq)
COD (aq)
NOX (air)
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0.00168 [kg PO4 eq.]

0.0015

0.001059 [kg PO4 eq.]
0.001

0.0005
0.0003127 [kg PO4 eq.]

0

Entire system

0.0003081 [kg PO4 eq.]

Maintenance
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Figure 69 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potentials POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo
0.0012

the rest
Butane (air)
Pentane (air)
Ethene (air)
Benzene (air)
HC aromatic (air)
VOC (air)
SO2 (air)
HC (air)
CO (air)
NMVOC (air)

0.001043 [kg ethene eq.]
0.001

0.0008

0.0006416 [kg ethene eq.]

0.0006

0.0004

0.0001927 [kg ethene eq.]

0.0002

0

Entire system

Construction

0.0002092 [kg ethene eq.]

Maintenance
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Figure 70 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation.
The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.2.2

LCA results: Container terminal parts

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - Container port
MJ/1000 kg cargo
50
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Waste fuels in
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Crude oil
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40
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0

1.243 [MJ]

0.2419 [MJ]
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

1.848 [MJ]
Port foundation

Figure 71 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg/1000 kg cargo

Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - Container port
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Figure 72 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
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Figure 73 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into the different parts
of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
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Figure 74 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
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Figure 75 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potentials POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - Container port
kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo
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Figure 76 Results from the LCA model of the container terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.2.3

LCA results: Container terminal characterisation overview

The division of a port in its various parts is an important part of understanding and
analysis of a port. This chapter presents an overview of the percentage contribution of
each part for each impact category. Figure 77 shows the division in construction,
maintenance, and operation and Figure 78 shows the division in the port's various
parts. The figures also include both non-renewable and renewable energy and material
resources as well as the total energy resources.

Container port characterisation overview
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Figure 77 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the container terminal.
The figure shows the percentage contribution from construction, maintenance and operation for all
the impact categories. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Container port characterisation overview
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Figure 78 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the container terminal.
The figure shows the percentage contribution from the different parts of the terminal. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.

6.3 LCA results for the RoRo terminal
The LCA results for the RoRo terminal are presented in chapter 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. The
LCA results are very similar to that of the energy/oil terminal but the operation part is
much higher. For the primary energy resource use, the main part (57 %) is used in
transport and machine equipment. Approximately 8 % is used for dredging in the
harbor. The fairway dredging is shown separately. In addition to the primary energy
resources, bitumen is used for the asphalt pavement to an amount of 2.9 MJ/1000 kg
cargo. The higher primary energy use for the RoRo terminal compared to the
energy/oil terminal can of course be explained by the fact that it is easier to pump oil
than to handle RoRo cargo. It is thus not possible to compare the various terminal
types in an efficiency context. The comparison made here is only done for the
understanding of the port dynamics and behavior. The Photochemical Ozone Creation
Potential (POCP), Figure 84 and Figure 90, is also much lower compared to the
energy/oil terminal due to lower hydrocarbon emissions. A list of source module
contribution for crude oil and CO2 fossil emissions respectively is shown in Table 21
and Table 22.
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6.3.1

LCA results: RoRo terminal - construction, maintenance and
operation

MJ/1000 kg cargo
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Waste fuels in

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port
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Figure 79 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the use of primary energy
resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 21
Source module contribution for crude oil to the entire system of the RoRo terminal. The
table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be identified in the flow
sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE INPUT
of Crude oil to the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROoDEM)

4.013 (57.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROcHDRE)

0.3967 (5.6 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoRo harbour
(ROROfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROfcFDRE)

0.3296 (4.7 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROfcFDRE)

0.3148 (4.5 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of a RoRo harbour
(ROROcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROcHDRE)

0.1751 (2.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROoHDRE)

0.129 (1.8 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

0.116 (1.6 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmARB)

0.1077 (1.5 %)

TP: Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >>
Construction of harbour foundation

0.07838 (1.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FcBC)

0.07733 (1.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil A (PcARB)

0.07177 (1.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROfoFO)

0.07138 (1.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmABC)

0.06728 (1.0 %)

TP: Unbound Subbase course (FmBC) >> Storage of waste (FmBC)

0.05772 (0.8 %)
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Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

kg/1000 kg cargo
20
17.6 [kg]

the rest
Anhydrite CaSO4
Iron sulphate
Bauxite AlO(OH)
NaCl (res)
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Fe (res)
Limestone CaCO3
Bitumen
Sand and gravel
Solid rock

15
12.85 [kg]

10

4.754 [kg]

5

0.001231 [kg]
0

Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Operation

Figure 80 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port
kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo
0.6

0.5721 [kg CO2 eq.]

CO2 uptake concrete
CCl4 (air)
CFC/HCFC (air)
SF6 (air)
CH4 (air)
N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)

0.5

0.4

0.3212 [kg CO2 eq.]
0.3

0.2

0.1595 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.09144 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.1

0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Figure 81 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into construction,
maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 22
Source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions from the entire system of the
RoRo terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be
identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE OUTPUT
of CO2 fossil (air) from the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Operation diesel working machine (ROROoDEM)

0.2726 (48.3 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROcHDRE)

0.02695 (4.8 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoRo harbour
(ROROfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROfcFDRE)

0.02489 (4.4 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROfcFDRE)

0.02138 (3.8 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROoDEM)

0.01325 (2.3 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of a RoRo harbour
(ROROcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROcHDRE)

0.01322 (2.3 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROoHDRE)

0.008767 (1.6 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmARB)

0.007922 (1.4 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmBC)

0.00788 (1.4 %)

Cement production (FcQUAY)

0.007834 (1.4 %)

Steelproduction - BF-galvanized profile (ROROm

0.005902 (1.0 %)

TP: Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >>
Construction of harbour foundation

0.005638 (1.0 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcARB)

0.005282 (0.9 %)
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

0.0025

0.002

H2S (aq)
H2SO4 (air)
H2S (air)
HF (air)
HCl (air)
NH3 (air)
Acids as H ion (aq)
SO2 (air)
NOX (air)

0.002002 [kg SO2 eq.]

0.0015

0.001

0.0009053 [kg SO2 eq.]
0.0006263 [kg SO2 eq.]
0.00047 [kg SO2 eq.]

0.0005

0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 82 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the Acidification Potential
and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

0.0005

Nitrate (aq)
P as P2O5 (aq)
Phosphate (aq)
NH3/NH4 (aq)
NH3 (air)
N, total (aq)
N2O (air)
P, total (aq)
COD (aq)
NOX (air)

0.0004541 [kg PO4 eq.]

0.0004

0.0003

0.0002333 [kg PO4 eq.]
0.0002
0.000137 [kg PO4 eq.]
8.381E-005 [kg PO4 eq.]

0.0001

0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 83 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the Eutrophication Potential
and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potentials POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port
kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo
0.0003

the rest

0.0002848 [kg ethene eq.]

Xylenes (air)
Pentane (air)
Ethene (air)
Benzene (air)

0.00025

HC aromatic (air)
VOC (air)
SO2 (air)
CO (air)

0.0002

HC (air)
NMVOC (air)
0.0001424 [kg ethene eq.]

0.00015

0.0001

8.286E-005 [kg ethene eq.]
5.951E-005 [kg ethene eq.]

5E-005

0

Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Operation

Figure 84 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the Photochemical Ozone
Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.3.2

LCA results: RoRo terminal parts

MJ/1000 kg cargo
10

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

9.86 [MJ]

Waste fuels in
Solar power
Peat

8

Biomass fuel
Coal

6.895 [MJ]

Nuclear
Wind power
Natural gas

6

Hydro power
Crude oil

4

2
0.792 [MJ]

0.8609 [MJ]

Port fairway

Port foundation

1.03 [MJ]

0.2826 [MJ]
0

Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Figure 85 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the use of primary energy
resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg/1000 kg cargo

Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port
the rest

20

Anhydrite CaSO4
Iron sulphate

17.6 [kg]

Bauxite AlO(OH)
16.38 [kg]

NaCl (res)
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Fe (res)

15

Limestone CaCO3
Bitumen
Sand and gravel
Solid rock

10

5

1.193 [kg]
0

0.008253 [kg]
Entire system

Port buildings

0.01426 [kg]
Port equipment and
operation

5.269E-006 [kg]
Port fairway

Port foundation

Port pavement

Figure 86 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo
0.6

Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

0.5721 [kg CO2 eq.]
CO2 uptake concrete
CCl4 (air)

0.5

CFC/HCFC (air)
SF6 (air)
CH4 (air)

0.4

N2O (air)

0.3807 [kg CO2 eq.]

CO2 fossil (air)

0.3

0.2

0.1
0.05706 [kg CO2 eq.]

0

0.06647 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.06564 [kg CO2 eq.]

Port foundation

Port pavement

0.002199 [kg CO2 eq.]
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Figure 87 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into the different parts
of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

0.0025
H2S (aq)
H2SO4 (air)
0.002

H2S (air)

0.002002

HF (air)
HCl (air)
NH3 (air)
Acids as H ion (aq)
SO2 (air)

0.0015

NOX (air)

0.001083
0.001

0.0004301

0.0005
0.0003207
0.0001576
0

1.063E-005
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 88 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the Acidification Potential
and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60
years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

0.0005
0.0004541

Nitrate (aq)
P as P2O5 (aq)
Phosphate (aq)
NH3/NH4 (aq)

0.0004

NH3 (air)
N, total (aq)
N2O (air)
P, total (aq)

0.0003

COD (aq)

0.0002788

NOX (air)

0.0002

8.645E-005

0.0001

4.899E-005

3.766E-005
2.161E-006
0

Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Port pavement

Figure 89 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the Eutrophication Potential
and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60
years.
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kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo
0.0003

Photochemical ozone creation potential POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo port

0.0002848

the rest
Xylenes (air)
Pentane (air)

0.00025

Ethene (air)
Benzene (air)
HC aromatic (air)
VOC (air)

0.0002

SO2 (air)
CO (air)

0.0001673

HC (air)
NMVOC (air)

0.00015

0.0001

5.812E-005
5E-005
2.41E-005

0

3.434E-005

8.627E-007
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Port pavement

Figure 90 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo terminal showing the Photochemical Ozone
Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to
a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.3.3

LCA results: RoRo terminal characterization overview

The division of a port in its various parts is an important part of understanding and
analysis of a port. This chapter presents an overview of the percentage contribution of
each part for each impact category. Figure 91 shows the division in construction,
maintenance, and operation and Figure 92 shows the division in the port's various
parts. The figures also include both non-renewable and renewable energy and material
resources as well as the total energy resources.

RoRo port characterisation overview
100

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

Operation
Maintenance
Construction

80

60

40

20

0

Energy resources

Energy resource
non renewable

Energy resource
renewable

Material res. non
renewable

Material res.
renewable

Global warming
GWP100

Ozone layer
depletion ODP

Eutrophication EP

Acidification AP

Figure 91 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoRo terminal. The
figure shows the percentage contribution from construction, maintenance and operation for all the
impact categories. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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RoRo port characterisation overview
100
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100 [%]
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100 [%]
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100 [%]

100 [%]
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80

60

Port pavement
Port foundation

40

Port fairway
Port equipment and operation
Port buildings
20

0

Energy resources

Energy resource
non renewable

Energy resource
renewable

Material res. non
renewable

Material res.
renewable

Global warming
GWP100

Ozone layer
depletion ODP

Eutrophication EP

Acidification AP

Figure 92 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoRo terminal. The
figure shows the percentage contribution from the different parts of the terminal. The results refer
to a calculation period of 60 years.

6.4 LCA results for the RoRo car terminal
The LCA results for the RoRo Car terminal are shown in chapter 6.4.1 and 6.4.2. As
shown in the figures, the resource uses and the potential impact levels are in general
high compared, for example, with the RoRo terminal. The primary energy use is e.g.
8.4 times higher and Global Warming Potential (GWP) is 8.8 times higher. However,
the relationship between the different parts in the model (e.g. construction,
maintenance and operation) seems reasonable. The reason for the increased levels for
the RoRo Car terminal can be found in the low amount of transported cargo. All the
results are divided by the amount of cargo and a small amount gives high impact
levels per transported amount of cargo. The total amount of cargo in the RoRo terminal
has been calculated to 10 800 000 metric tonne while the same data for the RoRo Car
terminal has been calculated to 294 604 metric tonne. This is a large difference. In the
operation part of the terminal there are also processes such as harbor dredging which
has fix values and depends on the quay length and thus are not depending on the
amount of cargo. With a low amount of cargo, these processes will make a larger
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contribution as shown in Table 23 and Table 24. The direct crude oil use for the
loading/unloading operations is only 1.78 times larger for the RoRo Car terminal
compared to the RoRo terminal. The relative share of impact for operation activities is
also lower for the RoRo Car terminal compared to the RoRo terminal even if the
absolute values still are higher.
A list of source module contribution for crude oil and CO2 fossil emissions respectively
is shown in Table 23 and Table 24.

6.4.1

LCA results: RoRo car terminal - construction, maintenance and
operation

MJ/1000 kg cargo

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal

90
83.18 [MJ]

the rest
Solar power
Peat
Biogas fuels
Biomass fuel
Wind power
Coal
Nuclear
Natural gas
Hydro power
Crude oil

80

70

60

50
40.95 [MJ]
40

27.55 [MJ]

30

20

14.68 [MJ]

10

0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 93 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer
to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 23
Source module contribution for crude oil to the entire system of the RoRo Car terminal.
The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be identified in the
flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE INPUT
of Crude oil to the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoRo car harbour
(ROROVfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVfcFDRE)

12.08 (19.6 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVfcFDRE)

11.54 (18.7 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoDEM)

6.809 (11.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVcHDRE)

4.275 (6.9 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of a RoRo car harbour
(ROROVcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVcHDRE)

1.887 (3.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

1.534 (2.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoHBFO)

1.432 (2.3 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmARB)

1.424 (2.3 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoHDRE)

1.363 (2.2 %)

Production and distribution of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil (ROROVoVG)

1.169 (1.9 %)

TP: Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >> Construction
of harbour foundation

1.036 (1.7 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FcBC)

1.022 (1.7 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in operation of a RoRo car harbour
(ROROVfoFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVfoFDRE)

0.9625 (1.6 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil A (PcARB)

0.9491 (1.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (ROROVfoFDRE)

0.9193 (1.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmABC)

0.8898 (1.4 %)

TP: Unbound Subbase course (FmBC) >> Storage of waste (FmBC)

0.7632 (1.2 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmRX)

0.6721 (1.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FcFHF)

0.6537 (1.1 %)

TP: Dredging in operation of a RoRo Car harbour (ROROVoHDRE) >>
Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVoHDRE)

0.6016 (1.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil A (PcABC)

0.5932 (1.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmAWC)

0.4627 (0.8 %)
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kg/1000 kg cargo

Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal

250
225.1 [kg]
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Bauxite AlO(OH)
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
NaCl (res)
Fe (res)
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Bitumen
Sand and gravel
Solid rock

200
164.8 [kg]
150

100

60.27 [kg]
50

0

0.004425 [kg]
Entire system
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Operation

Figure 94 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal

6
CO2 uptake concrete
CCl4 (air)

5.056 [kg CO2 eq.]

CFC/HCFC (air)

5

SF6 (air)
CH4 (air)
N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)

4

3.011 [kg CO2 eq.]

3

2

1.003 [kg CO2 eq.]

1

0

Entire system

Construction

1.042 [kg CO2 eq.]

Maintenance

Figure 95 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into construction,
maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 24
Source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions from the entire system of the
RoRo Car terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can
be identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE OUTPUT
of CO2 fossil (air) from the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoRo car harbour
(ROROVfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVfcFDRE)

0.9124 (18.3 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVfcFDRE)

0.7839 (15.7 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVoDEM)

0.4626 (9.3 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVcHDRE)

0.2904 (5.8 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of a RoRo car harbour
(ROROVcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVcHDRE)

0.1425 (2.9 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmARB)

0.1048 (2.1 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FmBC)

0.1042 (2.1 %)

Fuel oil combustion in stationary plant (ROROVoHBFO)

0.1029 (2.1 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVoHDRE)

0.0926 (1.9 %)

Cement production (FcQUAY)

0.08446 (1.7 %)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (ROROVoGV)

0.07942 (1.6 %)

TP: Blast stone filling for harbour foundation (FcFHF) >> Construction
of harbour foundation
TP: Fairway dredging in operation of a RoRo car harbour
(ROROVfoFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVfoFDRE)

0.07455 (1.5 %)
0.07268 (1.5 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PcARB)

0.06984 (1.4 %)

Operation diesel engine machine (FcBC)

0.06946 (1.4 %)

Bitumen production (PmARB)

0.06742 (1.4 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmABC)

0.06548 (1.3 %)

Operation diesel working machine (ROROVfoFDRE)

0.06245 (1.3 %)

TP: Unbound Subbase course (FmBC) >> Storage of waste (FmBC)

0.05489 (1.1 %)

Bitumen production (PmABC)

0.05056 (1.0 %)

TP: Dredging in operation of a RoRo Car harbour (ROROVoHDRE) >>
Disposal of dredge spoil (ROROVoHDRE)

0.04543 (0.9 %)
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo
0.02

Acidification potentials AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car termnial
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Figure 96 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal
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Figure 97 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potential POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal
kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo
0.003
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Figure 98 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation.
The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.4.2

LCA results: RoRo car terminal parts

MJ/1000 kg cargo

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] – RoRo Car terminal
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Figure 99 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal
kg/1000 kg cargo
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50

15.78 [kg]
0

Entire system

0.03024 [kg]

0.06505 [kg]

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

4.947E-005 [kg]
Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 100 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal

6
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CCl4 (air)
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N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)
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3

1.924 [kg CO2 eq.]

2
1.453 [kg CO2 eq.]

1

0

0.8027 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.868 [kg CO2 eq.]

Port foundation

Port pavement

0.00806 [kg CO2 eq.]
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Figure 101 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into the different parts
of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo
0.02

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal
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0.015

Acids as H ion (aq)
SO2 (air)
NOX (air)
0.01

0.005687

0.005477
0.005

0

0.003935

0.00391

3.894E-005
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 102 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal
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N, total (aq)
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NOX (air)
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0.001311
0.001064

0.00105

0.001
0.0006479

0

7.918E-006
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 103 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potential POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoRo Car terminal
kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo
0.003
0.002739

the rest
Xylenes (air)
Pentane (air)
Ethene (air)

0.0025
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HC aromatic (air)
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SO2 (air)

0.002

CO (air)
HC (air)
NMVOC (air)

0.0015

0.001
0.0007194

0.0008295

0.0004189

0.0005

0

0.0007685

3.161E-006
Entire system

Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 104 Results from the LCA model of the RoRo car terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.4.3

LCA results: RoRo car terminal characterisation overview

The division of a port in its various parts is an important part of understanding and
analysis of a port. This chapter presents an overview of the percentage contribution of
each part for each impact category. Figure 105 shows the division in construction,
maintenance, and operation and Figure 106 shows the division in the port's various
parts. The figures also include both non-renewable and renewable energy and material
resources as well as the total energy resources.

RoRo Car terminal characterisation overview
100

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

100 [%]

80

Operation
Maintenance
Construction
60

40

20

0

Energy resources

Energy resource
non renewable

Energy resource
renewable

Material res. non
renewable

Material res.
renewable

Global warming
GWP100

Ozone layer
depletion ODP

Eutrophication EP

Acidification AP

Figure 105 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoRo car
terminal. The figure shows the percentage contribution from construction, maintenance and
operation for all the impact categories. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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RoRo Car terminal characterisation overview
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Material res.
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Global warming
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Ozone layer
depletion ODP

Eutrophication EP

Acidification AP

Figure 106 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoRo car
terminal. The figure shows the percentage contribution from the different parts of the terminal. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.

6.5 LCA results for the RoPax terminal
The RoPax terminal represents a combined passenger and RoRo cargo traffic. In this
case, large ferry traffic between Sweden and Denmark/Germany has been used for the
analysis. The entire LCA results for the RoPax terminal have been allocated to the
cargo and the passenger respectively. The allocation method used is described in
chapter 4.6. The results are presented per passenger or per 1000 kg cargo and divided
into construction, maintenance and operation as well as in the various part of the port.
The results are presented in chapter 6.5.1 and 6.5.2. The results are presented for cargo
and passenger separately.
Results for cargo

For primary energy resource use, the results are relatively similar to the RoRo terminal,
Figure 107. The energy for operation is however somewhat larger but the use of crude
oil is smaller due to a higher use of electric energy. A list of the source module
contribution for crude oil can be found in Table 25. The material resource use is
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significantly smaller compared with the RoRo terminal due to a smaller port area,
Figure 108. The Global Warming Potential GWP is also significantly smaller due to a
lower use of crude oil and a use of low CO2 Swedish electric energy. A list of the source
module contribution for CO2 fossil can be found in Table 26. Significant reductions can
also be found for Acidification potential and Eutrophication potential, Figure 110 and
Figure 111. A main source of these impact categories is the emission of NOX. NOX
emanate both from combustion engines and different process combustion activities. A
reduced use of crude oil and a smaller port area is here important factors. The
Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) is also reduced compared with the
RoRo terminal, Figure 112.
Results for passenger

The results for passenger refers to one passenger and is thus not directly comparable
with the results for cargo which all refer to 1000 kg cargo. In weight, one passenger
with luggage can represent a weight of 80 kg which is much less in weight than the
cargo unit. The primary energy resource use is presented in Figure 113. As shown in
the figure, the energy use for one passenger is much higher compared to one metric
tonne of RoPax cargo. There can be two main reasons for this that can explain the
difference. One is the total amount of passengers and metric tonne of cargo, the other is
the allocation used for passenger and cargo. The allocation is a function allocation
between cargo and passenger which should be quite reliable. The number of
passengers and cargo is shown in Table 14. The table shows that the metric tonne of
cargo is approximately 3.3 times the number of passengers. This explains relatively
well the differences in LCA results. The operation of the port is dominating for the
energy resource use. Also the port buildings make a significant contribution, Figure
125.
The material resource use is somewhat higher compared to RoPax cargo, Figure 114.
The Global Warming Potential, Acidification Potential, Eutrophication Potential, and
Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential all show the same type of emission pattern
but with a higher emission level for passenger transport due to the different number of
passengers in the port, Figure 115 - Figure 118.
A list of source module contribution for crude oil and CO2 fossil emissions respectively
is shown in Table 27 and Table 28.
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6.5.1

LCA results: RoPax terminal - construction, maintenance and
operation

6.5.1.1 Cargo

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo
MJ/1000 kg cargo
12
the rest
Peat

10.1 [MJ]

District cooling

10

Wind power
Biomass fuel
Coal
District heating

8

Natural gas

7.609 [MJ]

Nuclear
Hydro power
Crude oil

6

4

1.943 [MJ]

2

0.5441 [MJ]
0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 107 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer
to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 25
Source module contribution for crude oil to the entire system of the RoPax Cargo
terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be
identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE INPUT
of Crude oil to the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoCDG)

1.676 (38.9 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCcHDRE)

0.4413 (10.3 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour
(PAXCfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCfcFDRE)

0.3754 (8.7 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCfoFO)

0.3689 (8.6 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCfcFDRE)

0.3585 (8.3 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour (PAXCcHDRE)
>> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCcHDRE)

0.1948 (4.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoHDRE)

0.071 (1.7 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (FmBC)

0.04307 (1.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PmARB)

0.04017 (0.9 %)

Cement production (FcQUAY)

0.03727 (0.9 %)
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Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo

kg/1000 kg cargo

10
the rest
Anhydrite CaSO4
Dolomite CaMg(CO3)2
Iron sulphate
Bauxite AlO(OH)
NaCl (res)
Fe (res)
Bitumen
Limestone CaCO3
Sand and gravel
Solid rock

8.855 [kg]

8

6.314 [kg]
6

4

2.54 [kg]
2

0

0.0009131 [kg]
Entire system

Maintenance

Construction

Operation

Figure 108 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo
kg CO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

0.5
CO2 uptake concrete

0.4536 [kg CO2 eq.]

CCl4 (air)
CFC/HCFC (air)
SF6 (air)

0.4

CH4 (air)
N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)

0.3
0.2638 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.2
0.1489 [kg CO2 eq.]

0.1
0.04094 [kg CO2 eq.]

0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 109 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into construction,
maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 26
Source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions from the entire system of the
RoPax Cargo terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module
can be identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE OUTPUT
of CO2 fossil (air) from the Entire system

per 1000 kg cargo

Module name:

Contribution:

Operation diesel car or light duty vehicles (PAXCoCDG)

0.1138 (25.4 %)

Operation Ecopar diesel engine (PAXCoEDEM)

0.08051 (17.9 %)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCcHDRE)

0.02998 (6.7 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour
(PAXCfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCfcFDRE)

0.02835 (6.3 %)

Operation small diesel vessels (PAXCfoFO)

0.02506 (5.6 %)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCfcFDRE)

0.02436 (5.4 %)

Production and distribution of Ecopar diesel (PAXCoEDEM)

0.01677 (3.7 %)

TP: Dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour (PAXCcHDRE)
>> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXCcHDRE)

0.01471 (3.3 %)

Cement production (FcQUAY)

0.008715 (1.9 %)

Production of building (BcPB)

0.00808 (1.8 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXCoCDG)

0.005534 (1.2 %)

Production of building (BmPB)

0.004848 (1.1 %)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXCoHDRE)

0.004823 (1.1 %)

Cement production (FmQUAY)

0.004358 (1.0 %)

Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)

0.004294 (1.0 %)

Production of hot mixed asphalt (PmARB)

0.002956 (0.7 %)
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kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo
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0
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Figure 110 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./1000 kg cargo
0.0003
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0
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Figure 111 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo

Photochemical ozone creation potential POCP [kg ethene eq./1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo
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Figure 112 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation.
The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.5.1.2 Passenger

Primary energy resource use [MJ/passenger] - RoPax port Passenger

MJ/passenger
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the rest
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Nuclear
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Crude oil
Hydro power

20

10
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1.397 [MJ]
0

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Figure 113 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the use of
primary energy resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 27
Source module contribution for crude oil to the entire system of the RoPax Passenger
terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source module can be
identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE INPUT
of Crude oil to the Entire system

per 1 passenger

Module name:

Contribution:

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXPoCDG)

1.698 (14.0 %)

Production and distribution of gasoline/diesel/fuel oil
(PAXPoCGG)

1.638 (13.5 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXPcHDRE)

1.441 (11.9 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour
(PAXPfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXPfcFDRE)

1.226 (10.1 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXPfoFO)

1.205 (10.0 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXPfcFDRE)

1.171 (9.7 %)

TP: Harbour dredging in the construction of a RoPax port
(PAXPcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXPcHDRE)

0.6362 (5.3 %)

Production and distribution of diesel/fuel oil (PAXPoHDRE)

0.5189 (4.3 %)

TP: Harbour dredging in operation of a RoPax harbour
(PAXPoHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXPoHDRE)

0.229 (1.9 %)

Production of building (BcPB)

0.1905 (1.6 %)

Cement production (FcQUAY)

0.1217 (1.0 %)

Production of building (BmPB)

0.1143 (0.9 %)
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Material resource use, non renewable [kg/passenger] - RoPax port Passenger

kg/passenger

25
23.23 [kg]
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20
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15

10
6.826 [kg]
5

0
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Entire system
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Construction

Operation

Figure 114 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the use of
material resources and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Global warming potential GWP100 [kg CO2 eq./passenger] - RoPax port Passenger
kg CO2 eq./passenger
1.2
CO2 uptake concrete
CCl4 (air)
CFC/HCFC (air)
SF6 (air)
CH4 (air)
N2O (air)
CO2 fossil (air)

1.073 [kg CO2 eq.]
1

0.8

0.6
0.5005 [kg CO2 eq.]
0.4538 [kg CO2 eq.]
0.4

0.2

0

0.1187 [kg CO2 eq.]

Entire system

Construction

Maintenance

Operation

Figure 115 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the emissions
of greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into construction,
maintenance and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Table 28
Source module contribution for CO2 fossil emissions from the entire system of the
RoPax Passenger terminal. The table shows sources larger than 1 % contribution. Each source
module can be identified in the flow sheet models in chapter 5.
SOURCE MODULES FOR THE OUTPUT
of CO2 fossil (air) from the Entire system

per 1 passenger

Module name:

Contribution:

Operation diesel car or light duty vehicles (PAXPoCDG)

0.1154 (10.9 %)

Operation gasoline car or light duty vehicles (PAXPoCGG)

0.1112 (10.5 %)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXPcHDRE)

0.09791 (9.2 %)

TP: Fairway dredging in the construction of a RoPax harbour
(PAXPfcFDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXPfcFDRE)

0.09258 (8.7 %)

Operation small diesel vessels (PAXPfoFO)

0.08185 (7.7 %)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXPfcFDRE)

0.07955 (7.5 %)

Production of building (BcPB)

0.06158 (5.8 %)

TP: Harbour dredging in the construction of a RoPax port
(PAXPcHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXPcHDRE)

0.04804 (4.5 %)

Production of building (BmPB)

0.03695 (3.5 %)

Operation diesel working machine (PAXPoHDRE)

0.03525 (3.3 %)

Cement production (FcQUAY)

0.02847 (2.7 %)

TP: Harbour dredging in operation of a RoPax harbour
(PAXPoHDRE) >> Disposal of dredge spoil (PAXPoHDRE)
Electric power, black coal, back pressure power-production (BoEL
SwA)

0.01729 (1.6 %)
0.01613 (1.5 %)

Cement production (FmQUAY)

0.01424 (1.3 %)

Steel production - EAF (FcQUAY)

0.01403 (1.3 %)

Hydro power production, Vattenfall 2010 (PAXPoEL Green)

0.009678 (0.9 %)
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kg SO2 eq./passenger

Acidification potential AP [kg SO2 eq./passenger] - RoPax port Passenger
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Figure 116 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the
Acidification Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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kg PO4 eq./passenger

Eutrophication potential EP [kg PO4 eq./passenger] - RoPax port Passenger
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Figure 117 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the
Eutrophication Potential and also divided into construction, maintenance and operation. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Photochemical ozone creation potential POCP [kg ethene eq./passenger] - RoPax port Passenger
kg ethene eq./passenger
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Figure 118 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the
Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into construction, maintenance
and operation. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.5.2

LCA results: RoPax terminal parts

6.5.2.1 Cargo

Primary energy resource use [MJ/1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo
MJ/1000 kg cargo
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Port buildings

Port equipment and
operation

Port fairway

Port foundation

Figure 119 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the use of primary
energy resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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kg/1000 kg cargo

Material resource use, non renewable [kg/1000 kg cargo] - RoPax port Cargo
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Figure 120 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the use of material
resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Figure 121 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the emissions of
greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into the different parts
of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 122 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the Acidification
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Figure 123 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the Eutrophication
Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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Figure 124 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax cargo terminal showing the Photochemical
Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results
refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.5.2.2 Passenger
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Figure 125 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the use of
primary energy resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to
a calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 126 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the use of
material resources and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 127 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the emissions
of greenhouse gases expressed as Global Warming Potential and also divided into the different
parts of a terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 128 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the
Acidification Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 129 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the
Eutrophication Potential and also divided into the different parts of a terminal. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 130 Results from the LCA model of the RoPax passenger terminal showing the
Photochemical Ozone Creation Potential (POCP) and also divided into the different parts of a
terminal. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.5.3

LCA results: RoPax terminal characterization overview

6.5.3.1 Cargo
The division of a port in its various parts is an important part of understanding and
analysis of a port. This chapter presents an overview of the percentage contribution of
each part for each impact category. Figure 131 shows the division in construction,
maintenance, and operation and Figure 132 shows the division in the port's various
parts. The figures also include both non-renewable and renewable energy and material
resources as well as the total energy resources.

RoPax port Cargo characterisation overview
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Figure 131 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoPax cargo
terminal. The figure shows the percentage contribution from construction, maintenance and
operation for all the impact categories. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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RoPax port Cargo characterisation overview
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Figure 132 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoPax cargo
terminal. The figure shows the percentage contribution from the different parts of the terminal. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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6.5.3.2 Passenger
The division of a port in its various parts is an important part of understanding and
analysis of a port. This chapter presents an overview of the percentage contribution of
each part for each impact category. Figure 133 shows the division in construction,
maintenance, and operation and Figure 134 shows the division in the port's various
parts. The figures also include both non-renewable and renewable energy and material
resources as well as the total energy resources.

RoPax port Passenger characterisation overview
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Figure 133 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoPax passenger
terminal. The figure shows the percentage contribution from construction, maintenance and
operation for all the impact categories. The results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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RoPax port Passenger characterisation overview
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Figure 134 Overview of the different impact categories used in the study of the RoPax passenger
terminal. The figure shows the percentage contribution from the different parts of the terminal. The
results refer to a calculation period of 60 years.
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7 Discussion and Conclusions
In this study, five different terminal types, all situated in Gothenburg, have been
analyzed in a system perspective. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) models of the various
terminals have been developed and have then been used to analyze the different
terminal types in an energy and environmental perspective. In this way, the
environmental performance of the port and terminals can be calculated. This data can
then be used in many ways, for example, to increase the knowledge level in port
technology, to improve port performance, to compare different ports, to plan future
ports, strategic planning of transports, to calculate the overall performance of a
transport by adding also the port infrastructure to the transport.
In chapter 6, the results from the LCA models and the analyses were presented. As
shown in the analysis, many different aspects and performance parameters were
included and the interpretation of the results was complex. The functions of the
various terminals are also different (an oil terminal cannot replace a container
terminal), which means that one cannot compare the different terminal types but only
conclude that different cargo are more or less difficult to transport (need different
types of infrastructure) and the LCA results will also reflect that. Anyway, it is
important to know the energy, resource and environmental performance of such an
important and significant activity as the worldwide ship transports. This information
can then be used for different transport comparisons. In Figure 135 to Figure 137,
overviews of the results for the different terminals are shown for primary energy
resource use, global warming potential and acidification potential. The results are
shown for the different terminals per 1000 kg handled cargo or per passenger for the
RoPax passenger part. As shown in the figures, the performance varies significantly
between the terminals. The RoRo car terminal seems to show high values, mainly
because of a low transport volume. For the container terminal, the container port
operation techniques itself seems to play an important role. Oil products show
generally low values due to an easy handling of the liquid oil products (pumping and
pipe line transport). The passenger transport also shows a significant contribution even
if the functional unit is different (per passenger). A passenger with luggage typically
represents a weight of 70-100 kg (80 kg has been used in the model calculations).
An important question regarding the results is how universal these are, if they are used
for other ports with perhaps a different design and size. Gothenburg port is the largest
port in Scandinavia but significantly smaller than the very large ports in the world. The
Gothenburg container terminal handle about 0.78 million TEU per year (year 2013)
compared to for example Shanghai, China: 33.62 million TEU, Rotterdam, the
Netherlands: 11.62 million TEU and Los Angeles, USA: 7.87 million TEU. The
Gothenburg Energy/oil terminal handles about 20.4 million tonne of oil products of
which 8.1 million tonne are crude oil. Rotterdam handles about 165 million tonne of oil
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products of which 95 million tonne are crude oil (year 2009). However, the port
technique used in all these relatively large ports (including Port of Gothenburg) is
similar so the work should not differ significantly. It may be that an even larger port
than Gothenburg can be operated more efficiently but the differences are not expected
to be large. However, a low use of a port can result in high environmental figures
when counted per mass of cargo over quay. No exact data about these effects have
been found here, so future work has to show the validity of the data for other ports.
The data can most likely be used as a first approximation for other port applications.
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Figure 135 Terminal type overview of primary energy resource use. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 136 Terminal type overview of Global Warming Potential, GWP. The results refer to a
calculation period of 60 years.
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Figure 137 Terminal type overview of Acidification Potential. The results refer to a calculation
period of 60 years.
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